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INTRODUCTION

S
upernaturalism in religion is that affirma-

tion of the eternal, and of the necessity of a con-

cretely real relationship to the eternal, without

which all human life tends to become confused and dis-

torted, sinking into triviality and pointlessness, as being

defrauded of its highest potentiality. It is an affirmation

that life is a gift as well as a task; it is the recognition

that each developing phase of that gift is the starting

point for a task, and that each essential task involves the

consciousness of a gift as its inijietus and condition.

Such a religiosity is a concrete synthesis of receptivity

and activity, expressed in terms of the human life of a

sell that knows itself as derivative, not original or self-

fKisitctl.

The Gocl-idea of this leligiosity is personal as a mat-

ter of course, no other type of concept could possibly

meet its needs or correspond to its nature The person-

dlity-category not only exhibits the highest type of value

that experience affords, the person, ethically determined,

IS, in the last analysis, the only abiding value This reli-

giosity originates and culminates in an idcali/mg per-

sonal relationship, its faith is a concrete personal attitude,

having for its object a concrete personal attitude God
is thus a person. His will is the everlasting distinction

between righteousness and unrighteousness, good and
evil, it is goodness and love Love and righteousness

do not attach to impersonal things or essences: the idea

of good is not good Anything less than a personal life-

attitude is for a human being something abstract: religion

is concrete, expressing in the most concrete manner pos-
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sible man’s personal situation in existence. No man who
approaches the God-idea from any other standpoint than

from the standpoint of his own moral imperfection will

ever have occasion to know the height and breadth and
depth of the love of God, which passeth all human under-

standing.

David F Swenson
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PREFACE

T
his little book, which might be called a book of

occasional addresses, although it has neither the

occasion which creates the speaker and gives him
authority, nor the occasion which creates the hearer and

makes him a learner, is lacking in the legitimation of a

call, and is thus in its shortcomings without excuse. It is

without assistance from external circumstances, and thus

quite helpless in its elaboration. And yet it is not without

hope, and above all not without confidence. It seeks the

individual whom in a spirit of gratitude and joy I call

my reader, or rather, it does not even seek him. Knowing
neither the hour nor the season, it waits quietly for the

right reader to come, like a bridegroom bringing the oc-

casion with him. Each of us makes his own contribution.

the reader contributing most. The significance of the

book lies in its appropriation; hence its glad dedication.

Here there is no worldly mine or thine, divisively forbid-

ding the appropriation of that which belongs to a neigh-

bor. "Admiration is to some extent envy, and therefore

a misunderstanding; criticism is in all its justification to

some degree opposition, and therefore a misunderstand-

ing; the recognition in the mirror is but a fleeting ac-

quaintanceship, and therefore a misunderstanding^ut
to look with care, and have the will not to forget what
the mirror in its impotence cannot accomplish, that is

appropriation; and such an appropriation is the still

greater, the victorious devotion of the reader.

S.K.





WHAT IT MEANS TO SEEK GOD
(on the occasion of a confessional service)

F
ather in heaven! We know indeed that seeking

is never without its promise, how then could we fail

to seek Thee, the author of all promises, and the

giver of all good gifts! We know well that the seeker does

not always have to wander far afield, since the more
sacred the object of his search the nearer it is to him;

and if he seeks Thee, O God, Thou art of all things most

near! But we know also that that seeking is never with-

out its pains and its temptation, how then would there

not be fear in seeking Thee, who art mighty! Even he

who trusts in thought to his kinship with Thee, does not

venture forth without fear japon those crucial decisions

of thought, where through doubt he seeks to trace Thy
presence in the wise order of existence, or through de-

spair he seeks to trace Thee in the obedience under prov-

idence of rebellious events. He, whom Thou dost call Thy
friend, who walks in the light of Thy countenance, he,

too, not without trembling, seeks the meeting of friend-

ship with Thee, who alone art mighty. The man of

prayer who loves with his whole heart—it is not without

anxiety that he ventures into the conflict of prayer with

his God. The dying man, for whom Thou dost shift the

scene, does not relinquish the temporal without a shud-

der when Thou dost call him. Not even the child of woe,

for whom the world has nothing but suffering, flees to

Thee without fear. Thou who dost not merely alleviate,
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but art all in all! ^^How then should the sinner dare to

seek Thee, O God of righteousness! But therefore he

seeks Thee, not as these others do, but he seeks Thee in

the confession of sins)

And there is a place for that purpose, my reader, you

know where. And there is the occasion, you know how
it may be seized. And there is the moment "which cries:

yet today. How still i For in the house of God there isi

peace, but in the innermost sanctuary there is an en-i

closure. Whoever goes there seeks the^stillness. whoever

sits there is enveloped in stillness, even if a voice is heard,

the stillness only grows How still! There is no fellow-

ship, everyone is by himself. There is no call to a united

endeavor, everyone is summoned to a separate account-

ing. There is no invitation to a common life, everyone

is alone. For whoever is intent upon confession is soli-

tary, aye, as solitary as one who is dying. Whether there

are many standing about the dying man’s bed who were

near and precious to him and who love him, or he lies

there abandoned by the world because he deserted the

world, or the world deserted him: the dying man is alone,

his struggle is solitary and his thought roves far afield, so

that thousands could not hold it back, nor tens of thou-

sands, if the solitary man does not know the consolation.

Whether thousands waited longingly for him who sought

the stillness in confession, or whether he who goes away,

is a poor and wretched man, whom no one waits for and
no one cares about: this difference is but a jest. The
truth, the earnest truth is* they were both alone. Not all

the number of his friends, not the glories of the world,

nor the far-flung significance of his achievements can
help the strong man, except perhaps to disturb the still-
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ness, which would be the greatest conceivable injury;

and it cannot harm the wretched man to be forsaken, if

it helps him to find the stillness.

'/it is hard for a camel to pass through the eye of a

needle, and it is difficult for a worldly man to find still-

ness, be he powerful or humble. It is hard to find the

stillness amid the alarums of life, difficult to find it even

where it is, even if one does not bring the alarums with

him. How still and how seriousl And yet there is no one

who accuses, who would dare to accuse, where everyone

is guilty! And there is no one who condemns, who would
dare to condemn, where everyone is intent upon his own
accounting. No one accus^es except the thoughts, no one

condemns except that One who sees in secret and hears

confession in secret. Aye, even when a voice is heard, it

is you yourself speaking with yourself through the speak-

er’s words; precisely how you interpret them, the speak-

er does not know, that is known only to yourself. Even

if it were your best friend, he cannot know it as you know
It. And if you do not hear the discourse in this manner,

then you do not hear it rightly, the speaker’s voice be-

comes only a noise, and your attention becomes a diver-

sion which violates the stillness.***

Whoever fears this stillness, let him avoid it, but he.

dare not deny that it exists, since he fears it. Whoever
says he sought the stillness but could not find it, is an

envious deceiver who would disturb others.'^For other-

wise he would be silent and grieve over it, or he would
say: “I did not seek it aright, and therefore I did not

find it.” For there is nothing, nothing in all the world,

neither an earthquake that shook the pillars of the

church, nor the most preposterous speech of the most
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worthless man, nor the most loathsome hypocrisy of the

basest, that can take it from you, but things of far less

importance may indeed a£Eord opportunity to one who
seeks an excuse. No, nothing can take the stillness from

you except yourself, even as all the world’s power and

wisdoni and the combined efforts of all mankind cannot

give it to you; nor can you yourself either take it or give

it away. It is not to be had for nothing, but neither is it

to be bought for gold. It cannot be seized by violence,

but neither does it come as a dream while you sleep. It

does not bargain with you about the condition, even if

you proposed to benefit all mankind. If you give every-

thing you possess you have not thereby gained it; but if

you have gained it, you may well possess everything as

one who possesses nothing.

Whoever says this stillness does not exist is only a noise-

maker, for have you ever heard from one who came to

an agreement with himself in stillness, that there is no

stillness? You may indeed have heard pretentious words

and vociferous speech and noisy bustle, all directed to-

ward getting rid of this stillness, and instead of conscience

and stillness and God’s voice of judgment in solitude,

you may have got a natural echo from the crowd, a con-

fused common outcry, a general opinion, which a man
in cowardice fears to hold by himself alone. But you,

my reader, if you fear this stillness, although endeavor-

ing to have a conscience (for without stillness, conscience

cannot exist) , and to have a good conscience, do you

nevertheless endure, and go on to the end; for this still-

ness is not the stillness of death in which a man perishes,

this sickness is not unto death, it is the transition to life.

Whoever participates in the confessional service, seeks
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God in the confession of sins. And the confessional is the

way, and on the way that leads to salvation it is a place

of prayer, where there is pause, where sober reflection

brings concentration of mind, and the accounting is

made up. And ought not the accounting to be truthfully

and rightfully made, without guile? Then the stillness

comes, then will everyone’s mouth be stopped, then each

one becomes guilty, and cannot answer one to a thou-

sand. With the help of what disturbs the stillness, one
becomes less guilty, perhaps even righteous. A sorry

righteousness! For you do not act unjustly if you forgive

another human being for his sake who asks it, for God's

sake who requires it, for your own sake lest you be per-

turbed in spirit. You are not venal if you heed the im-

pulse of reconciliation in your own breast. You do not

retard yourself upon the way, if, though you are the in-

jured party, you seek to be reconciled with your adver-

sary while he is still in the way. Neither do you defraud

God of what belongs to Him if you sell forgiveness for

nothing. You do not waste your time nor use it ill if you
meditate on what may serve to excuse him; and you are

not deceived if, finding no excuse, you nevertheless

believe, through the sacred deception of love (which

transforms all the world’s mockery of your weakness into

heavenly joy over your virtory) , that the mong must
after all be excusable.—But when it is your own account-

ing, you would do wrong to forgive yourself even the

least fault, for worse than the blackest fault is a self-made

righteousness. You would indeed be venal if you heeded
the impulses of frivolity or guile in your own case; you
would indeed delay yourself upon the way and dampen
the ardor of your spirit, wasting your time and using it
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ill in finding excuses for yourself; aye, you would be

deceived by the deceit of presumption, precisely when
you found the excuse."*

Ah, it is a strange transition for the spirit to undergo,

a dizzying shifting of scenes. A moment ago this man
moved about clothed in riches and power, and now in a

moment, although nothing has happened in the mean-

time, he cannot answer one to a thousand. For who is

the rich and powerful within the present meaning of our

discourse, who other than the injured, the oppressed,

the wronged, the violated i It is possible that the man of

violence who treads upon the oppressed, it is possible

that the man of power whose way through life was marked
by injuries inflicted, that the rich man whose wealth was

increased through widows’ tears, that the desperate man
who mocks and injures others—it is possible that they

all cared little about forgiveness. But, verily, no king

who rules over empires and countries, no child of gold,

who has everything, no breadwinner who provides for

the hungpry, has anything so important, or so precious to

bestow, or so needful to grant, as the man whose forgive-

ness is needed by another human being. For he does in-

deed need it, aye, as the prime necessity of life; if there is

anyone who does not think so, his need is nevertheless

quite as real—and it is the wronged individual who is rich-

est. A pagan whose name is inseparably associated with

conquest and power, has said of his enemy, when the lat-

ter showed, as it seemed to pagans, the highest courage by
taking his own life: “There he deprived me of my most

glorious victory, for I w'ould have forgiven him.” And
another has said: “I will not ask for forgiveness because

I love deeply. The injury I inflicted was not perhaps so

great, and the request for forgiveness may have been
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reasonable—but when forgiveness is not obtained, the

wrong becomes infinite, and the power to grant it or

withhold it becomes an infinitely superior force over

against me.”

Thus it was the innocent sufferer who was rich. A mo-
ment ago m a worldly environment, he could say: “Do
but wrong me, you are yourselves the losers because you

need my forgiveness”—and now a moment later, the still-

ness envelops him and he does not know what he has

to forgive, and the accounting reveals that he cannot

answer one to a thousand. For such is the accounting if

there is stillness about him, that is, if he does not bring

the disturbing elements with him. The account of him
who committed the wrong and the account of him who
was the purest of all, are the same, just as these are the

same with the one who innocently suffered wrong. Pos-

sibly, therefore, some lear this stillness and its power,

and the infinite nothingness wherein all differences are

submerged, even the difference between wong and its

lorgiveness, and the depth into which the solitary indi-

vidual sinks in the stillness. It is as when one who re-

nounces the world shudders at the emptiness which ap-

pears around liim But a moment ago, he wished for so

much, he yearned and struggled, and slept uneasily at

night, and asked for news about others, and envied some,

and Ignored some, and was humble in the right place,

and alert in friendship and enmity, and forecast the

weather, and understood the wind, and changed his

plans, and strove anew, and won and lost, and did not

weary, and looked for the reward, and glimpsed the gain

— and now, poor defrauded soul' For if in this renuncia-

tion he did not find the one thing needful, he is a poor

deluded man who cheated himself, a poor man, who by
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his own act became the victim of life’s mockery. For now
perhaps the great prize he had desired came to him; now
he was rich, now, now, O despair, why just now, why not

yesterday, instead of now when he no longer quite desires

it, but yet does not quite renounce it! And so it is with

everyone who has learned that there is a stillness in which

every man becomes guilty, but has learned it only to

fear it. Perhaps he was looked upon as righteous in the

eyes of men, and this was his desire; perhaps he had been

wronged but was obstinately proud of having the power

of forgiveness: perhaps he was not entirely without guilt,

but had been found acceptable in the eyes of the world

—alas, poor defrauded man! How embittered he must be

against whoever had led him to this stillness, and had

thus misled him! But no one can do this for another,

and hence his wrath is impotent. Poor defrauded man!
If the crown of civic righteousness he had coveted were

now to be handed him by the crowd, if thousands con-

firmed this judgment, calling him the just man of the

nation, and this had been the vain desire of his proud

ears; why now, now when his ears were not indeed wholly

deaf to this cry, but when he had not yet wholly under-

stood the infinite secret of the stillness! Poor defrauded

man! If now the wrong-doer came to his door; and this

was the moment to sell his forgiveness dear, the moment
of triumph he had looked fonvard to, why now, why not

yesterday, but now, now, when he experienced no pleas-

ure in the passion of pride and revenge, but had not

quite comprehended the grave significance of his own
guilt! For whoever acquires this understanding is certain-

ly not deceived. Blessed is the man who understands it.

And if it is the duty of any man to preach, to teach

others about their guilt, to teach what this unauthorita-
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tive discourse cannot do, he will at least have the conso-

lation of knowing that precisely the purest of heart will

be the most willing to apprehend his own guilt most pro-

foundly. For when a man undertakes this greatest of all

ventures, himself guilty to bring all to the consciousness

of guilt, where the thought of even the bravest halts;

when he does not fear to include himself, but his thought

hesitates at the vision of what is, humanly speaking, pure

and lovable, the beautiful purity of youthful woman-
hood, innocent of the world and of worldly impulses, in

all sincerity thinking humbly of itself: there will he, if

his task requires him to proclaim sin as the common lot

of the race, find an understanding which will perhaps

put him to shame.

The penitent seeks God in the confession of sins. And
the confessional is the way, and on the way of salvation,

it is a place of prayer, where there is pause, where reflec-

tion concentrates the mind. Let us then pause, and on the

occasion of confession, speak on the theme:

WHAT IT MEANS TO SEEK GOD,

^ore closely defining it by considering that no man can

Jee God without purity, and that no man can know God
pithout becoming a sinner. If anyone feels himself im-

properly delayed by the task, then let him lay the dis-

course ^ide, lest the swifter runner be delayed by the

slower.''The value of a meditation is always doubtful;

sometimes it may help one to a decision, sometimes it

may prove a hindrance ;'*just as a little preliminary run
may help to decide the jump, but a run of several miles

would probably prevent it. If there is someone who has

frequently come to a standstill in life yet without finding
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ihe stillness, if he has sought it v\rhere it is and yet not

really found it, and has blamed himself for the failure;

if he has fought and still not won, then let him try again,

let him follow the thought of the discourse, but freely

and without compulsion. There is nothing to bind him,

no obligation. No reproof awaits him if he does not suc-

ceed, for the discourse has no authority.

But he cannot wish that the discourse should say that

the stillness exists in the sacred plate in such a way that

if one could remain there and not again have to go out

into the confusion of life, then one would always have

the stillness with him. For anyone who requires this, de-

mands too much of the discourse, namely, that it should

deceive him since it is not the place, in the external sense,

which IS decisive, as if the same thing would not happen

to him there as happens in the world, if he should remain

in the sacred place, as if he would not then first and fore-

most be terrified at having found comfort in the illusion

that it was the place that matters.

A poet has indeed said that a sigh without words

ascending Goclward, is the best prayer, and so one might

also believe that the rarest of visits to the sacred place,

when one comes from afar, is the best worship, because

both help to create an illusion. A sigh without words is

the best prayer when the thought of God only sheds a

faint glow over existence, like the blue mountains far

distant on the horizon; when the lack of clarity in the

soul is satisfied by the greatest possible ambiguity in the

thought. But if God is present in the soul, then the sigh

will find the thought and the thought will find the word
—but also the difficulty, which is not dreamed of when
God is at a distance. In our day we hear it proclaimed, to
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the verge of nonsense, that the highest task is not in living

in the stillness, where there is no danger—to the verge of

foolishness, because the danger exists there quite as much
as in the confusion of life, and the great thing, in short,

is neither to live in solitude nor amidst the confusion,

but the great thing is to overcome the danger. And the

most mediocre thing is to work oneself weary in consid-

ering which is the most difficult, such labor is useless

trouble and has no relevance, like the laborer himself

who is neither in the solitude nor the confusion, but in

the busy absent-mindedness of reflection.

Finally if anyone, because of his busy life and its many
activities, thinks that he has not the time to read such a

discoutse, he may be quite justified in thinking he has

not the time to read this particular discourse, which
therefore willingly waits to the last for attention. But if

he means that he has no time at all to concern himself

about that with which the address is concerned—namely,
this stillness, then the address, even if the busy man
found an hour free from his many engagements for the

setting forth of a hasty objection, the discourse will not

make itself ridiculous by answering it. The many en-

gagements are perhaps a doubtful merit, perhaps they

might become fewer by thinking about this stillness, and

the many affairs might seem particularly to be the one

reason for more frequently seeking the stillness of the

accounting, where the reckoning is not indeed in dollars

and cents, nor in marks of distinction and abasement,

nor in any other imaginary magnitudes.

If the seeker seeks that which liea^ outside him, some-

thing external, something not in his own power, then

the thing he seeks is in some definite place. If he can
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only find the place, then he is helped, then he seizes it,

and his search is ended.^'flius everyone once knew in his

early youth that there were many beautiful things in

the world, but he did not know exactly where they werei*

Alas, if many have forgotten this childish wisdom, I

wonder if in truth they have all become wiser, even he
who, instead of this beautiful wholeness, has gained the

duplicity of doubt and a vacillating resolution!

If the seeker after stillness assumes that he can do noth-

ing toward finding the place, then he is only wishing.

And such was the case with everyone in his early youth.

Ah, if many have changed, I wonder if everyone has in

truth changed for the better, even he who exchanged the

precarious wealth of the wish for the certain VTetched-

ness of mediocrity!

When the wishing individual sees his wish fulfilled,

then he wonders, just as he had already wondered at

having the wish. So once was everyone in his early youth;

not as we unjustly say about youth, good only for being

lured into foolish enterprises, but thoroughly good for

enlisting in the happy and unreserved dedication of the

mind to wonder, that honest requital which the wishing

individual faithfully preserves for the moment of fulfill-

ment. Alas, if many have lost this readiness to give like

for like, just as they have learned to think disparagingly

of the wish, is therefore this higgling honesty, which
neither rightly wishes nor rightly wonders, nor gives like

for like—is this honesty therefore a gain?

He who wishes also seeks, but his seeking is in the

dark, not so much with respect to the wish, as with respect

to whether he comes nearer to it or moves farther away.

Among the many good things of life, there is one which
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is highest, which is not determined by its relation to the

others, because it is the highest (although the one who
wishes lacks a precise conception of it because it is the

highest, precisely as being unknown)—and this good is

God. The other goods have names and marks of identi-

fication, but where the wish draws its deepest breath,

where this unknown good shows itself, there wonder is

present, and wonder is the sense of the immediate con-

sciousness for God, and the beginning of all deeper un-

derstanding. The seeking of the wishing individual is

blind not so much with respect to the object, for this is

the unknown, as with respect to whether he comes nearer

or moves farther away—now he is startled, and the ex-

pression for his wonder is worship. And wonder is ani

ambiguous state of the soul, containing both fear and!

bliss. The worship is therefore mingled fear and happi-

ness. Even the most purified and rational worship of God
is happiness in fear and trembling, confidence in deadly

peril, frankness in the consciousness of sin. Even the most

purified and rational worship of God shares the infirmity

of wonder, and it is not the simple magnitude of power

and wisdom and deed which determines the magnitude

of the God-relationship, but the mightiest is he who is

most profoundly powerless, the saintliest sighs from the

deepest need, the strongest is he who rightly folds his

hands.

This state of wonder in the one who wishes corresponds

to the unknown, and is thus wholly indeterminable, or

rather infinitely determinable, and may be as abhorrent

as ludicrous, may be as confused as it is childish. When
the forest darkens in the evening hour and the moon
loses itself among the trees, when the natural magic of
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the forest seizes its prey, and the pagan suddenly sees a

wonder, a miracle ot phosphorescence that mystifies him,

then he sees the unknown, and expresses his wonder in

worship. When the gnarled tree-trunk creates the illu-

sion of a figure unfamiliar to him, resembling a human
being, and yet, to his surprise, resembling it only in su-

pernatural proportions, then he pauses and worships.

When he sees a track in the desert which no man has

made, nor any creature known to him, when the power of

solitude impregfnates his soul with wonder, then he

sees by this sign that the unknown has been here, and he

worships. When the sea lies deep and still, inexplicable,

when the wondering mind gazes dizzily down into its

depths until the unknown seems rising up to meet it,

when the breakers roll monotonously over the beach,

overwhelming the soul with the power of the monoto-
nous, when the rushes whisper in the wind and again

whisper, and therefore must wish to confide something

to the listener—then he worships.

If the passion of wonder defines itself, its highest ex-

pression is that God is the inexplicable whole of exist-

ence, as sensed by the imagination in the least and the

greatest everywhere. That which was once the content of

the pagan consciousness returns again and again in each

generation, and not until it has been lived through and
set aside does that which was once idolatry become re-

duced to a carefree state of existence in the innocence of

poesy. For idolatry purified becomes the poetic.

If the wishing individual is supposed to be able to con-

tribute something toward finding what he seeks, then his

attitude is one of striving. Now the wonder and the wish

are about to undergo a test. Often deceived as to the ex-

tent of the wonder, just because it stood in an immediate
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relation to the unknown, it was as abhorrent as it was

ridiculous, as confused as it was childish; often deceived,

the wonder will now look before it and no longer go

blindly. The immediate relationship is thus instantly

broken, although the breach is not yet a complete rup-

ture. The breach consists in the way being interposed as

a determination, while for the ivishing individual there

is no way.'^When the seeker no longer seeks blindly, then

he no longer merely wishes, he strives, for striving is

exactly the way to the thing sought? And everyone was

like this in his early youth, ambitious of purpose; ah, if

many have learned to cling to earth, does it follow that

they have all therefore also become wiser, even he who,

instead of the free flight of birds, gained the crouching

movement of the four-footed beasts? Recklessly daring in

bold adventure was everyone once in his early youth; ah,

if many left this behind, I wonder if they therefore be-

came wiser, even he, who instead of dashing recklessly

into the unknown, gained the security of a pedestrian on

the highway of mediocrity. Boldly challenging was every-

one once in his early youth, ah, if many have learned to

tone down their demands, does it follow that they have

all become wiser—even he who became surfeited by the

favors of fortune, or that one who was trivialized by
his environment, or the one who learned contentment in

the bondage of habit? Oh, it is certainly well not to speak

about fortune if one knows something holier to mention,

but if not, it was indeed a misfortune when fortune van-

ished from life, when it became weary of giving and
taking, weary of men who defrauded it of the wonder.

But in the world of freedom where all endeavor has its

origin, and wherein all striving has its life, there wonder
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appears upon the way. The human striving has a difiEer-

ent name, but that which is directed toward the un-

known, is directed toward God. To say that it is directed

toward the unknown is to say that it is infinite. When the

striving individual pauses, he sees the illusive trace of an

enormous being which is when it has been, which is and

yet is not. This being is fate, and his striving seems like

a going astray. Worship is again the expression of won-
der, and its scope embraces the abhorrent as well as the*

ludicrous, the confused as well as the childish.

If the seeker is supposed to be able to do everything to

find the thing sought, then is the enchantment over, the

wonder is forgotten, there is nothing left to wonder
about. And then in the next moment the thing sought

is nothing, and that is why he was able to do everything

himself. So was everyone once in the springtime of youth,

then he became an eternity old. Ah, if many console

themselves at not having experienced this terror, I won-

der if they have all therefore become wiser, even that one

also who was still a youth in his old age. It happened once

to every man when he took leave of his youth, that life

stood still and he perished; and if many boast of their

youthfulness, I wonder if he is therefore wiser who de-

frauds the years and eternity of their rightful claims,

whose highest wisdom is a frivolous answer to an earnest

question.

There was a time when man, weary of wonder, weary

of striving, turned away from externals, and found that

there was no object of wonder, that the unknown was

nothing, and wonder a deception. And what was once the

content of life returns in each successive generation. If

anyone would appear wise by saying that these are ghosts
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of the past, left behind us centuries ago: in life this is not

so. Nor could you wish, my hearer, that I should help

you waste your time in describing great events, mention-

ing curious names, and becoming dully self-important in

the contemplation of mankind. Ah, no, if it is true that

he is defrauded who gets only a little knowledge, I won-

der if he is not also defrauded who acquires so much that

he can assimilate nothing at all! Man progresses slowly,

even the most glorious knowledge is merely a presuppo-

sition. If we increase the presuppositions more and more,

we are like the miser who heaps up money for which he

has no use. What is it worth at the most? Even a happy
upbringing is only a presupposition, and time passes be-

fore it IS appropriated, and a whole lifetime is not too

much for its appropriation. Oh, if he was defrauded

whose early training was neglected, I wonder if he, too,

was not defrauded who was ignorant of its being a pre-

supposition, a treasure entrusted to him, a sacred heritage

to be acquired, and who without further ado, takes him-

self to be that which he has the name of being.

If even the better ones among us have sometimes

sighed because the thing sought was so far away, you

must also have observed, my reader, that there is also

another difficulty, that there is an illusory knowledge

that beguiles the soul, a security in knowledge possessed

which also deceives, a remoteness from all decision where
one may be lost without even dreaming of such a possi-

bility. Let the terrible in life take its prey, oh, this illus-

ory security is a more terrible monsterl Supposing one
starves in destitution and want, is it better to perish from

surfeiting?

It was terrible When wonder deserted man and he de
spaired of himself, but it was just as terrible that one
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should know all this, know even far more, and yet not

have experienced it, and most terrible of all that one
should have known everything, and not have begun to do
the least. And if it should be so with me, O, let me begin

over again. Return, O youth, with your wishes and your

lovable wonder; return, O youthful striving, with your

reckless daring and your shudder before the unknown;
seize me, O despair, who breaks both with wonder and
the wonder of youth! But quickly, quickly, if it be pos-

sible! And if I have wasted my best time without experi-

encing anything, teach me at least, not to become indif-

ferent, not to seek consolation with others in a common
destruction, so may the terror over the loss be the begin-

ning of my healing. For however late it may be, it is yet

better than to live as a liar, deceived not by what seems

\fitted to deceive, but alas! most terribly deceived—de-
ceived by overmuch knowledge!

So there is no longer any wonder, it is over. So it is

said, and so says the despairing individual, and repeats it

In despair, and repeats it mockingly, and consoles him-
self with the mockery while wounding others—as if all

mockery were not a two-edged sword! But you, my read-

er, know that just here our discourse stands confronting

wonder. The discourse would not therefore take you by
surprise, nor deceive you by throwing dust in your eyes,

while the thought gleams like a lightning flash as every-

thing is reversed: nor would it shock you out of yourself

in startled confusion. He who has actually experienced
what has been described, he readily penetrates with his

thought the jumble of confused memories, and if he has
not experienced it, then reading or hearing a discourse

will be of doubtful value to him. But you, who are your-

self in a state of wonder, know that this wonder came into
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being when the first wonder was destroyed in despair.

And where could a more worthy object for wonder be

found, than when the seeker in his wishing and striving,

when the human being perishing in his despair discov-

ers that he already has what he sought, and that the mis-

fortune is that he stands and loses it. For take the wishing

individual as he sits and dreams, call upon him and say:

you have what you wished for; halt the recklessly striving

individual where he hastens boldly forward on the way,

halt him, and say: you have the thing you strove for;

break through the despair so that the despairing individ-

ual may understand that he has it; what depth of emo-

tion in his soul when he is overwhelmed with wonder,

and again overwhelmed, because he again loses, as it

were, the object of his search! The glory of the wish, the

striving of daring do not a second time arouse wonder,

the break of despair prevents this, but that the thing

sought is given, that it is in the possession of him who
stands there and loses it in his misunderstanding: this

arouses the wonder of the whole man.

And what stronger expression for wonder can there be

than that the wondering individual is changed, just as

when the wishing individual changes color; what stronger

expression than this, that he really is changed! And so it

is with this second wonder, it changes the seeker, and by

this change he comes to seek something different, indeed

the very opposite; for now seeking means the seeker is

himself changed. He no longer looks for the place where
the thing sought is concealed, for this is exactly within

him; nor does he look for the place where God is, he does

not strive there, for God is with him, very near him, near

him everywhere, omnipresent in every moment, but he
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shall be changed so that he may in truth become the place

where God dwells.

But wonder, which is the beginning of all deeper un-

derstanding, is an equivocal passion, involving both fear

and happiness. Or was it not a fearful thing, my reader,

that the object of your seeking was so near you, that you

did not seek God, but God sought you? Was it not a fear-

ful thing that you could not move without being in Him,

and that you could not be at rest, without being in Him,

nor be so obscure that you were not in Him? Nor could

you flee to the ends of the earth without His being there

and in every place upon the way; and you could not hide

yourself in the abyss without His being there and in every

place upon the way; and you could not say to Him; in a

moment, because He was also there in the very moment
you said this. Was it not a fearful thing when the playful-

ness of youth and the immaturity of despair yielded to

earnestness; when that which you said did not exist was

present everywhere about you, and enveloped you on

every side! Was it not a blessed thing that superior power

could shut you up in the darkest prison, but could not

shut God out? Was it not blessed, was it not indeed bless-

ed that you could fall into the deepest pit, where you

could not see the sun or the stars, and still could see God?
Was it not a blessed thing that you could lose yourself in

the solitude of the desert and yet immediately find your

way to God? Was it not a blessed thing that you could

become so old as to have forgotten everything, and still

never forget God because He cannot become something

past; that you could become dumb and yet cry to Him,
deaf and yet hear Him, blind and yet see Him? Was it

not a blessed thing that you dared rely upon Him, know-
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ing that He would not say, as men do: in a moment,
because He was with you in the very moment of saying

it?

But whoever leaves out the fear, let him look well to

himself lest he also leave out the finding. It is so easy to

find God, or if someone wishes to say the same thing in

another way, it is so hard to find Him that some men even

prove that He exists, and find evidence necessary. Let the

work of proving it be hard and especially troublesome

for him who tries to understand that it proves anything;

for the author of the proof, it is easy because he has

placed himself outside, he does not deal with God, but

considers something about God.

But if, on the contrary, seeking signifies that one is one-

self changed, then the seeker may well look to himself.

One learns wonder from a child and fear from a man,
which is a helpful preparation, since fear surely comes

with God when He comes and makes all proof superflu-

ous. Or is it perhaps courage that the one who seeks,

thoughtlessly ignoring the danger, should sit unchanged

himself, and prove and prove that an omnipresent being

exists—an omnipresent being who indeed at the very mo-

ment of the proving sees through the reasoner—but with-

out having any scientific judgment about his proof. Has
the omnipresent God really become like a rare freak of

nature whose existence the scientist demonstrates, or like

a variable star observable only at century-long intervals,

and whose existence therefore requires proof, especially

for the sake of the centuries during which it is not seen?

But true wonder and fear can one man not learn from
another. Only when it compresses and expands your soul,

yours, just yours, yours alone in the whole world, because
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you are alone with the omnipresent God, only then does

it in truth exist for you. If a speaker had the eloquence

of an angel, and if he had a presence that could inspire

fear in the most courageous, so that you fell into the

deepest wonder, as we say, over his eloquence, and terror

gripped you when you heard him: it is not this terror and

not this fear which helps you. It holds true of every

human being, of the greatest and of the humblest, that

neither an angel nor legions of angels, nor all the terrors

of the world, can inspire him with true wonder and true

fear, but they may indeed make him superstitious. True
wonder and fear first appear only when he, just he,

whether greatest or humblest, is alone with the omni-

present God. The strength of power and wisdom and
actions does not determine the strength of the God-rela-

tionship. Did not the wise men of Egypt perform signs

almost as great as those of Moses? Suppose they had per-

formed greater, what would it have signified? Nothing,

absolutely nothing with respect to the God-relationship.

But Moses feared God, and Moses marveled about God,
and this fear and this wonder, or the fear and happiness

of the wonder, determine the strength of the God-rela-

tionship.

It is quite true, as the reason says, that there is nothing

to wonder about, but precisely for this reason the wonder
is secure—because the reason stands sponsor for it. Let

the reason condemn the perishable, let it only clear the

ground—then the wonder comes to the right place, in the

changed individual. Everything which belonged to the

first wonder, can the reason consume; let it do so, thus

mysteriously helping you to the true wonder, for myste-

rious it is, since it contends against the reason’s judgment
about itself. But if a man comes no further, then let him
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not accuse the reason nor triumph over it because it has

gained the victory. If a prince sends a general with his

army against a foreign ‘country, and this general conquers

it, and thereupon seizes it for himself as a rebel, then

there is no reason to accuse him because he conquered it,

but neither is there any reason for triumph since he kept

it for himself. And so if a man by using his reason con-

quers what was indeed beautiful but was also childish,

let him not accuse the reason, but if the reason fin-

ishes by becoming a rebel, then let him not be trium-

phant. But the wonder exists in the changed individual.

The experience here described was once the lot of

every man in the moment of decision, when the sickness

of the spirit struck in, and he felt himself imprisoned in

existence, imprisoned everlastingly Alas, if many con-

soled themselves with the thought of having escaped this

danger, 1 wonder if he was wiser who through shrewd-

ness and cowardice defrauded himself ivhen he believed

he was defrauding God and life! It has happened thus to

everyone at the time when the jesting and illusions and

distractions of hie were over; alas, if many boasted of

their reckless independence, I w'onder if he also became

wiser whose dissolute life became a parasite on a secon-

dary branch because he had not been bound! So every

man experienced this once, alas, and if many flatter

themselves on enjoying a more advantageous condition,

1 wonder if he is wiser who unbound did not realize that

just because of this he was also unfree.

When the thing sought is assumed to be given, seeking

for it signifies that the seeker himself is changed, so that

lie becomes the place where the object of his search can

in truth exist. And if the thing sought was indeed given.
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it was SO near that it was as if it were again lost. What
stronger expression is there for the fear that it is as if the

object sought were lost, except this certainty that it is

lost: consequently a man is always losing ground. What
a distance now separates him from the time when he

entertained the wish, when he was recklessly venture-

some, when the thing sought was far away, when his self-

esteem defiantly asserted that it did not exist—and now
it has come so close to him that it is lost, and the loss

even dates back to the distant pasti The seeker should be

changed, and alas, he was changed—thus he has fallen

away. And the changed condition in which he exists, we
call sin. Therefore the thing sought exists, the seeker

himself was the place, but he is changed, changed from

having once been the place where the thing sought was.

Oh, now there is no wonder, no ambiguity! When the

soul apprehends this, its condition is fear and trembling

in the consciousness of guilt, passion in the sorrow fol-

lowing remembrance, love in the repentance of the

prodigal.

My reader, was it not so! The discourse would not take

you by surprise, it has no authority to extort a confession

of sin from you. On the contrary it willingly admits its

impotence in this respect, and, should anyone so desire,

then it willingly assures him that not all the eloquence in

the world can convince a man of his sin, but then it also

reminds him not to fear the eloquence of sinners but

rather the omnipresence of the Holy One, and to fear

even more his own evasion of it. If a man would have an
essential understanding of his sin, he must understand

it through being alone, just he alone, alone with the Holy
One who knows all. This is the only true fear and trem-
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bling, only this is the true sorrow which the remem-
brance of God awakens in a man, this is the true repent-

ance His lpye encourages. If a speaker had a voice like the

thunder of heaven, if he had a countenance that inspired

terror, if he knew how to accuse with the eye, and if he

now, as you sat there, my reader, pointed at you and said:

“You, you are a sinner,” and he did this with such im-

pressiveness that your eyes sought the ground, and the

blood receded from your cheeks so that it was long before

you recovered from the impression, then would you in-

deed understand that by his conduct he had transformed

the scene into a theater where he played the buffoon, and
should be pitied because he interfered with your finding

the stillness. A fear and trembling inspired by the abomi-

nation of a religious debauch is not the true fear and
trembling. Just as a man should never seek his peace

through another human being lest he build on a founda-

tion of sand, so also he should never rely on its being the

duty of some other man to convict him of being a sinner,

although another may well remind him of his responsi-

bility to God, if he does not discover it by himself. Every

other kind of understanding is mere distraction, and this

would be but a jest if I were to judge you, but it is very

serious if you forget that God will judge you.

The object sought is therefore given, God is near

enough, but no one can see God without purity, and sin

IS impurity, and therefore no one can take cognizance of

God without becoming a sinner. The first is an inviting

word, and the soul looks upward to the heights where the

goal is, but in the same instant another word sounds

which mentions the beginning, and this is a depressing

word. And yet it is true for everyone who would under-
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Stand the sin in himself. The unauthoritative address

cannot attempt to persuade anyone, it cannot even direct-

ly benefit anyone. Whoever feels himself the stronger

cannot possibly be persuaded by the address, and who-

ever allows himself to be persuaded, shows thereby that

he is the stronger. Therefore the discourse will not try

to outwit you or get something on you; on the contrary,

it gives you a weapon to hand against the speaker, if you

are foolish enough to wish to judge him, which would

indeed be thoughtless, since the serious thing is whether

anyone forgets to accuse himself before God. For this rea-

son you will not learn much from the discourse, if you do
learn from it something about yourself, then it is by
means of yourself. But if anyone demands that he should

learn something about sin in general, then he requires

too much from the discourse, for then would he be de-

ceived.

So now the discourse stands at the beginning. It does

not begin with wonder, and certainly not with doubt; for

one who doubts his own guilt, makes only a bad begin-

ning, or rather he continues what was badly begun with

sin! What comes with sin goes with sorrow; this is indeed

true about sin itself. Sorrow is therefore the beginning,

and the trembling of the soul is the vigilance of the sor-

row. The more profound the sorrow, the more will the

individual feel himself to be nothing, less than nothing,

and this is precisely because the sorrow is that of a seeker

who begins to take cognizance of God. It has always been

said that even in paganism itself, the gods never sold the

highest for nothing, that a divine envy which led the gods

to set a price upon themselves, determined the condition

of the relationship: how then, if an individual wished to
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become like God, how should there not be a require-

ment; and this requirement is that a man become a sin-

ner. And yet it is not, if I dare to speak thus, a courtesy

the man shows Him, that His holy presence makes the in-

dividual a sinner, as if the individual were not a sinner,

but became one first in His holy presence. On the con-

trary, he who seeks to understand himself in his con-

sciousness of sin before God, he understands that it is not

like a general statement that all men are sinners, for he

knows that the emphasis does not rest on generalities.

The more profound the sorrow is, the more a man feels

himself to be nothing, less than nothing, and this dimin-

ishing self-esteem is the sign that the sorrowful is the

seeker who is beginning to be conscious of God. In a

worldly sense we say it is a poor soldier who does not

hope to become a general, but in a godly sense the con-

verse is true. The less a man thinks of himself, not

as a man in general, or about being a human being, but

of himself, as an individual, and not with respect to

his talents, but with regard to his guilt, the more signifi-

cant God becomes to him. We would not increase the

guilt in order to make God greater, but we would inten-

sify the consciousness of guilt. And as the civil authority

who watches over justice sometimes uses stool pigeons

who are themselves criminals, so everyone whom the

Holy One uses, is himself a debtor, sometimes a debtor

in the stricter sense, so that God is concerned both in

saving the transgressor and in saving others through him.
The more profound the sorrow, the more profound

is the apprehension of the power of sin. It might there-

fore seem to be the strongest expression of the deepest

sorrow for one to feel himself the chief of sinners. In-

deed it is understood that there has been much vain wis-
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dom, even strife and disputings, about this distinction;

in an age when it was the highest expression for the high-

est dignity, men have exerted all their power to gain this

recognition. Every kind of wrong endeavor is distressing,

but the saddest of all are the religious aberrations. When
a youth goes astray, then we pin our hopes to his later

years; it is even more distressing when a man goes astray;

but when someone goes astray in the last thing that can

save him, where then is salvation! But it does not follow

from this that it would be praiseworthy to leave the re-

ligious undecided, and so in that way escape the error.

The greatest of sinners, and rivalry over it! We will not

break into laughter, even if the contradiction is present

that justifies laughter, for though it is indeed ludicrous,

yet it is not the time nor the place to laugh because a man
has introduced folly into a serious consideration. The
discourse will not drop the expression without further

ceremony, but linger a little to ask: How does a man
come to know that he is the gp’eatest of sinners? If he

learns to know that he is a sinner, then it happens that

he learns it, just he, by being alone with the Holy One.

If he is not thus alone, he will not even come to know
that he is a sinner, to say nothing of being the greatest.

Whence comes then this more or less by which he deter-

mines himself as the greatest? Is not this more an evil, is

it not caused by fraud and deceit; is it not a departure

from earnestness, an accumulation of inanities? An unfor-

tunate man whose suffering made him serious, is recog-

nized at once by the fact that he does not worry over

whether others suffer less, but simply says: “My suffering

is heavy—I suffer.” One recognizes a true lover at once

by the fact that he does not defile love’s meeting, which
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naturally seeks solitude, by bringing a rabble with him, a

crowd of witnesses, which is permissible as soon as he
believes that he loves more than others do. No, his

straightforward, sincere profession is short: “I love.” And
so it is also with the consciousness of sin, the simple asser-

tion is the most sincere. *^11 comparison Tr*w6rldly, 3ll"

insistence upon itfis alvorldly clinging to the bondage of

vanity;'^nd worse than one’s own guilt is self-righteous-

ness, and worse than self-righteousness is taking one’s

guilt in vain, and so in earnest becoming the greatest of

sinners just through vainly wishing to be acknowledged

as such.

Whoever is alone with the consciousness of sin, will

indeed feel himself, yet not by comparison with others,

to be the greatest sinner, for he will be conscious of him-

self as an individual, and he will feel in himself the essen-

tial magnitude of his sin in the presence of the Holy

One. If there is distraction in making excuses for oneself

on the ground that others are more guilty, then there is

also distraction in wishing to determine one’s own sin

through its relation to the sins of others, which indeed

no one knows. But when you fast, my reader, anoint your

head and wash your face, then you will neither be dis-

tracted by seeing that others are more guilty, nor will you
be distracted by seeing that others are less guilty. And
do not do in public that which is not a common under-

taking, but rightly, in secret?^h, it is much easier to

look to the right and to the left than to look into oneself;

much easier to bargain and to haggle, as also to underbid,

than to be silent—but the more difficult is nevertheless

the one thing needful?"Even in daily life everyone knows
that it is more difficult to stand in the presence of a celeb-

rity, before a kingly majesty, than to travel with the
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crowd, more difficult to stand alone and silent in the

presence of a man of keen insight than to talk in a gen-

eral assembly of equals)^ how much more difficult, then,

to stand alone in the presence of the Holy One, and be

silent. We see God in great events, in the raging of the

elements, and in the eras of world history, we clean for-

get what the child understood, that when it closes its eyes

it sees God. And when the child closes its eyes and smiles,

it becomes an angel—alas, when a man is alone and silent

before God, he becomes a sinner! Learn first to be alone,

thus you will learn true worship which is to think highly

of God, and humbly of yourself—not more humbly than

of your neighbor, as if that lent you distinction, but re-

member you are in the presence of God—not more hum-
bly than of your enemy, as if that made you better, for

remember, you are before God: but true worship is to

think humbly about yourself.

Whoever apprehends his sin in this manner, and wishes

in this stillness to learn the art—an art that you do not

despise, my reader—of sorrowing over his sin, he will dis-

cover that confession is not merely an enumeration of

particular sins, but is an understanding before God, of

the continuity of sin in itself. Yet will he again walk on

a narrow path, for the solitary way is narrow and shut in,

but everywhere are there blind doors; he needs only to

say a word, and one opens of itself—and the prisoner

breathes the air of freedom, or so he thinks, for a mo-
ment. Thus if he begins to speak about the prevalence of

sin, not in himself but in the human race, and catches at

this thought, then a door opens—alas, how easily he
breathes now, he whose breathing was so labored; how
easy now his flight, his whose progress was so difficult;
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how free he is now, he who had always labored, for now
he is become an observer. And many certainly desire to

hear his observations. Now the case is entirely different,

and so easy, so altered, aye, so altered that, as the serious

minded among us say, the question becomes how to

justify God to the world, not anxiety about how to justify

oneself before God. The confession of sin in general is

easier, but to trace a connection from this or that par-

ticular sin, apprehended clearly and precisely, as care-

fully as if an impartial judge were casting up the account,

this is a forced and painful road to travel—but the pain-

ful road is nevertheless the right one, and the forced way
IS the profitable way.

There is a trait that is much praised, but not easily

acquired—sincerity. I do not speak of the amiable ingenu-

ousness of childhood, which is sometimes also found in

older people, for to praise this would be to deceive you,

my reader. If it is found in you, the discourse that praises

it would be almost flattering unless your childishness pre-

vented you from understanding it thus. If it is not found

in you, the eulogy becomes a mockery. This speech will

not make such distinctions, it will not flatter you nor

allow sincerity to be regarded as a happy gift laid beside

the cradle, which only a few can have. Such a concejition

belongs where fortune makes a distinction, not where the

God-relationship proclaims equality of rights. No, sin-

cerity is a duty, and every man ought to acquire it. In the

midst of many distractions, it is really difficult to gain. I

do not mean that a man so distracted at once becomes a

liar, but he lacks time and concentration to understand

himself. Is it not so? A man desires something with all his

heart, or so he thinks; however many things happen be-

fore the wish is fulfilled, or fulfillment fails to come, and
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he has become changed. It is possible that he has become
wiser, but his wisdom still lacks something, a definite

impression that he had once wished it, and not a fantastic

notion that for part of a year past he had wished it, but

that he no longer wishes it. It is necessary if the two states

of mind are to be beautifully and harmoniously recon-

ciled, that they get a little common meeting ground

where they may become intelligible to one another. The
wisdom is perhaps good enough but the wise man may be

lacking a little sorrow over himself. A man makes a defi-

nite resolve, but time bargains with him, and he is

changed, and the half must suffice. Perhaps the resolution

may have been too ambitious with respect to his ability;

very well, but there is still a little lacking, a little sorrow,

a little clarity, whether it was time that had given him an

appearance of wisdom, or that he had actually become
wiser.

And now guilt and error and sin! Alas, how many men
are there who after a year and a day, know precisely what

they had wished, what they had resolved, what they had

reproached themselves for, how they had transgressed!

And yet God can require sincerity of a man. How much
more difficult does it not become! For a man may actual-

ly in all sincerity endeavor more and more to reach clar-

ity about himself, but dare he offer this clarity to one who
knows the human heart, as something entirely trust-

worthy between himself and God? O, far from it! Even

he who strives in utmost rectitude, and perhaps he most

of all, will always have some part of his account which he

dares not trust himself to make up, because he cannot be

sure in a particular matter whether he may not have

more or less guilt than he knows. And it is doubtless best
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to have the matter so. A man has only one God, and if

he cannot reach an understanding with Him, to whom,
then, shall he go? Here we see the necessity of under-

standing from the individual sin and transgression, that

sin is a continuity, an unfathomable continuity. If some-

one were to say to you, my reader, that then it is of no
use to acquire sincerity, since even he who strives most

honestly, always remains somewhat confused, then do you,

my reader, as the speaker also does, make yourself as one
who had not heard it. The speaker is no very fast runner,

but verily, he will neither allow himself to be retarded by
cowardice, nor by a cowardly envy which seeks equality in

mediocrity and would transform the ardor of the spirit

into obviousness, and an enthusiasm that serves without

pay, into a fellowship of profits. That this wretchedness

which cannot endure anything better exists, this deceit-

ful friendship that seeks to delay, you know well, my
reader, but do not dispute with it; this is not yet the place

where you shall light, even to strive with it is to grant it

a victory Oh, seek rather the forgetfulness of silence; in

silence you learn to know quite a different thing, to know
about your own guilt.

In this way is sincerity difficult to acquire. It is easier

to conceal oneself in the crowd, and to drown one’s own
guilt in that of the race, easier to hide from oneself than

to stand revealed before God in sincerity. For, as we have

said, this sincerity is not a perpetual enumeration of par-

ticulars, but neither is it a mere signature on a piece of

white paper, an admission of an empty generality over

one’s name, and a confessing individual is not a hasty

co-signer in the huge rent-roll of the race.

But without sincerity no repentance. For repentance

finds the empty generality loathsome, but neither is it a
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petty calculator in the service of faint-heartedness, but

an earnest seeker after God. To repent of a trivial gener-

ality is a contradiction like offering the most profound

passion a feast of superficialities, but to stick fiist in re-

morse for some particular transgression is to repent on

one’s own responsibility, not before God, and to weaken

one’s resolve is self-love in melancholy of spirit. Oh, I

wonder if it is so easy to repent: to love, and to feel one’s

wretchedness more and more deeply; to love, while suf-

fering under punishment; to love, and not to reject the

punishment under Providence; to love, and not to cher-

ish a secret resentment, as if one suffered wrong; to love,

and never to cease the search for the sacred source of this

pain!

And whoever considers his sin knows that there is a

difference between sins. He learned this in his early child-

hood, and each one best considers it for himself. It has

also happened in the world, that one through hearing a

discourse which painted sin in general in colors of hor-

ror, recognized a terrible relationship to some particular

sin. But a religious debauch is still the most abominable

of all. Such a speech may perhaps have affrighted the

purer and nourished anxiety in the soul of the innocent,

an anxiety that continued. But to what end is the speaker’s

terrifying rhetoric? Only by himself alone does a man un-

derstand that he is guilty. One who does not understand it

thus, merely misunderstands it; and one who understands

it will doubtless also find the explanation, the severe, or

the milder or the quickly helpful, everything as he has

deserved it. But it is abominable, for someone who has

to bear the heavy punishment for a more terrible sin, to

profit from this by terrifying others, thus committing a

new sin. Alas, the indulgence of wantonness is indeed a
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new sin, but the ungodly imposition of dark passions

upon others is likewise a sin! And you, my reader, know
that the earnest thing is to be alone before the Holy One,

whether it is the applause of the world that is left outside,

or the accusation of the world which retires to a distance.

Do you suppose that the woman who was a sinner felt

a deeper guilt when the scribes accused her than when
no accuser was present, and she stood alone before the

Lord? But you also know that the most dangerous form

of deception is self-deception, and his condition is the

most precarious who is deceived by much knowledge, and

further, you know that it is a tragic weakness to find con-

solation in another’s frivolity, but also a tragic weakness

to derive one’s fear at second hand from another’s melan-

choly. In these things let God rule; He knows best how
to suit all the needs of the man who seeks Him in soli-

tude.

—And there is the place, my reader, you know where,

and there is the opportunity, you know how, and there is

the moment, which calls: yet today.

Here this discourse ends—in the confession of sins. But

can it indeed be the end? Should not gladness now be

victorious? Shall there be only sin with sorrow? Must the

soul sit oppressed, and the harp of joy not be tuned?

You are accustomed perhaps to learning more. You even

know much more yourself; then seek the fault in the

speaker and the speech. If you really are farther along,

do not permit yourself to be delayed; but if not, O, con-

sider well that one is terribly deceived when he is de-

ceived by much knowledge.

Let us imagine a pilot, and assume that he had passed

every examination with distinction, but that he had not
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as yet been at sea. Imagine him in a storm; he knows
everything he ought to do, but he has not known before

how terror grips the seafarer when the stars are lost in

the blackness of night, he has not known the sense of

impotence that comes when the pilot sees the wheel in

his hand become a plaything for the waves; he has not

known how the blood rushes to the head when one tries

to make calculations at such a moment; in short, he has

had no conception of the change that takes place in the

knower when he has to apply his knowledge.

What fair weather is to the sailor, that for the ordinary

person is to live at the same pace with others and with

the race, but the moment of decision, the dangerous mo-
ment of reflection when he takes himself out of the en-

vironment to be alone before God, to become a sinner,

this is the stillness that upsets the customary order like a

storm at sea. He knew all this, knew what would happen

to him, but he did not know how anxiety would seize

him, as he felt himself deserted in the manifold wherein

he has his soul, he did not know how the heart beats

when help from others, and the guidance from others,

and the standards and the distractions afforded by others,

vanish in the stillness; he did not know the trembling of

the soul, when it is too late to shout for human aid, since

no one can hear him: in short, he had no idea of how
knowledge is changed when he needs to apply it.

Is this perhaps your case, my reader? I do not judge,

I merely ask you. Alas, while the number of those who
know so much increases more and more, the really able

men become fewer and fewer! But it was such a man that

you once wished to be. You have surely not forgotten

what we said about sincerity: that a man must retain a
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clear recollection of what he once wished to be; and now
you are to prove your sincerity before God in the confes-

sion of sins. What was it you once wished? You wished

to strive after the highest ideals, to apprehend the truth

and dwell in it; you would spare neither time nor

effort; you would renounce everything, including every

illusion. If you did attain the highest goal, you wanted to

make sure of being clearly conscious of what you had

formerly meant in striving to attain it. If this was ever

so little, you would still rather be faithful over a little

than unfaithful over much. If this was your sole thought,

and you became the poorest of all in the midst of the rich

who know everything, you would still rather be as true

as gold—and this is in the power of everyone who wills it,

for gold is for the rich, but a golden loyalty is possible

also for the poor. And he who was faithful over a little,

faithful in the day of trial, when the reckoning is made
up, faithful in the understanding of his debt, faithful in

the stillness where no reward beckons, but only the guilt

becomes clear, faithful in this sincerity which acknowl-

edges everything, even the imperfection of the sincerity,

faithful in the love that repents, the humble love whose

demand is lor self-accusation: he shall also be made ruler

over more.

Was not this what you wished? For we are surely agreed

that in relation to the essential, knowing it is essentially

identical with the ability to do it. The child thinks

otherwise, and ivhen the little one studies what has been

assigned to him, and now perhaps asks his older sister to

hear him recite it, but she happens to be busy with other

things and says, “No, my dear boy, I haven’t time, but

read over your lesson five or ten times, and then sleep on
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it, and in the morning you will know it very well”; then

the child believes her, does what he was told, and knows
it very well the next day. But the adult learns in a dif-

ferent manner, and if one were to learn the Holy Scrip-

tures by heart, there might be something beautiful in the

procedure, in so far as there was something childlike in

it, but essentially,'^ mature person learns only by appro-

priation, and he appropriates essentially only that which

is essential to living!'^ O, this, in the midst of all distress,

is man’s most beautiful joy over life and over the race,

and over being human; O, underneath the stillness, a

beautiful concord tvith all men; O, m solitude, a beauti-

ful fellowship with alll For it is not the case that one man
has an essentially different task from another, just as lit-

tle as there is an essential difference in the outward ap-

pearance of one man from another, but it is true that

every one understands the task a little differently, and

each in his own way. And it is not true, as in the confu-

sion of understanding, that there are different ways and
different truths and new truths, but it is true that there

are many ways which all lead to the one truth, and each

man walks his own way. Hence the individuality, when
the essential becomes the possession of an individual,

and this individuality is conditioned and discovered, by
doing the essential.

Has the speech become contentious? It is far from wish-

ing to mention individuality, about which there are dis-

putes in the world, as if it were another gift of fortune.

No,'^everyone who possesses something essential as the

result of having appropriated it, possesses primitiveness

and individuality? And therefore to remind ourselves that

the object of this discourse is to understand that this

stillness exists only by becoming still.
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And where can a man become still? There is indeed a

place for it, but not in any external or immediate sense,

for if one does not bring the stillness with him, the place

profits him nothing. Therefore, in a certain sense there

is no place; O, this: in a certain sense, is it not indeed

disquieting to the mind! And when does a man need still-

ness most? When one is most strongly moved. Is this

thought not sufficient to drive the stillness away? Where
can a man flee to escape from himself? Aye, if he would
flee, he escapes precisely the stillness. Is there then noth-

ing to do? Aye, if a man will do nothing, then he again

escapes the stillness in the stillness of spiritual death. Is

it then so easy to become still? Now a sense of security

tempts because there is still time enough, now an impa-

tience tempts because it is too late, now a beckoning

hope, now a lingering memory, now a tempestuous reso-

lution, now an echo of the world’s judgment overtakes

you with its mockery, as if the way of stillness is the road

to a desert of illusion where the lone individual perishes;

now an echo from the selfishness in yourself disturbs the

stillness with a tinge of self-admiration. Now a compari-

son that amuses, now an estimate that diverts, now a lit-

tle forgetfulness assisted by thoughtlessness; now a little

advance by means of self-confidence; now a fantastic con-

ception of God’s infinitude; now a little depression at

having to tell omniscence what it already knows; now a

reckless leap which gains nothing; now a melancholy

sigh that feeds the melancholy of your spirit; now a little

sadness which benumbs; now a surprising clarity; now
a stillness of plans and thoughts, and dreams of resolu-

tion, and pictures drawn by the imagination, instead of

R stillness of guilt and accounting and the compact of
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purpose with the clear consciousness of guilt and the

omniscient God. Is it then so easy to become still?

To have been very near the stillness, and yet to have

gfrasped an illusion, and to have to begin again and hence

in greater disquietude! To have found consolation in

another, and then to discover that it was self-deception,

a false stillness, hence to have to begin again in greater

disquietude' To have been disturbed by the world, by

an enemy, by a friend, by a false teacher, by a hypocrite,

by a mocker, and then to discover that it is self-deception

to charge another with the responsibility, and hence to

begin again in greater disquietude! To have striven, to

have exerted one’s power to the uttermost, and then to

discover that one can do nothing, that one cannot give

himself this stillness, because it belongs to God! If some-

one says this is the right expression, namely that the still-

ness is m no man’s power, then let one consider carefully

whether it may not be indolence that speaks. It is indeed

the truth, even an apostle bears witness to it, but I wonder
if this testimony was merely a notion, a hasty general ob-

servation, or was it not so difficult to understand this hu-

man nothingness and to have one’s life in it, that even the

apostle with his eternal resolution was not able to real-

ize it, but needed the assistance of an angel of Satan, who
through daily experience and by means of daily suffer-

ing helped him out of bondage to illusion, helped him
out of having his wisdom in something learned by rote,

his peace founded on general assurances, his trust in God
in the form of rumor. Or had someone taught the apostle

this so he could repeat it? It has been heard before that

the wise man needed an angel to guide and counsel him;
and if Paul had spoken of this, he might have learned it

by rote, but that the wise man needed an angel of Satan
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for everyday use, has certainly taken a long time to learn.

Still the discourse would not cause division. What God
requires of every man in particular, had best be left to

God Himself. And when the poor man, or he who labors

in drudgery for a wretched subsistence for himself and

his dependents, or when the servant whose time for the

most part belongs to another, when these, as it perhaps

seems to themselves, have only a poor opportunity to

consider the affairs of the soul, then who could doubt,

who could be so insolent and presumptuous, as, instead

of having sympathy with this differential status in the

earthly life, to carry this into the life of the spirit also;

who would dare deny that the divine blessing is here in

abundance like all of God’s blessings! But, my reader,

if anyone, the prey of an aristocratic distemper, found

existence loathsome, in self-importance despised the sim-

ple, and feared lest life should not be able to provide

tasks enough for his many thoughts, then do you not

think that this is the miraculous nature of truth: that

the simple understand it and the wisest man never quite

exhausts it, and he does not become indolent because

of this, but rather, enthusiastic. Oh, in this we both agree,

my reader, for this thought is also understood in the still-

ness, where everyone finds enough to think about

through becoming guilty.





LOVE CONQUERS ALL
(on the occasion_qf a wedding)

UNCLARIFIED moods rest in the depths of the

soul, secure in love's beautiful assurance; the

organ tones have ceased to sound, and only their

echoes again move the soul, desiring to translate the beau-

tiful assurance into sacred feelings: now is the time for

speech! The voice of an individual will be heard. How
poor the words from his lips must seem in comparison

with the wealth of feeling in the beautiful and sacred

emotion! May not the spoken word be disturbing, the

well-meant word inopportune, and the word of guidance

portentous! And yet it must be spoken, and it must be

spoken with decisiveness. The indeterminate wealth of

feeling must be expressed, the word must be named;
clarity without in the least wishing to disturb, must ex-

tract from the word its utmost significance.

What a change, what commensurability in this incom-

mensurability! For what is so clear and precise and defi-

nite as a man’s duty is and ought to be, and what is so

mysterious as the impulse of love! And yet, love must
here become duty. And %vhat is more transparent and
intent upon the future than a sacred promise, and what
is less concerned with the future than the presence of

love in the lovers! And yet love here demands a prom-
ise. And what is so terrible to mention as a curse, and
what is so remote from this as the pure joy of the lovers!

And yet this word must be mentioned in connection with

love! r
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But it is a free matter, and just as the lovers become
free by being bound to one another, so is this step a re-

solve of the free will. We arc glad with those who today

rejoice, whom love has made free in their union, but it

must not be spoken with veiled words or disparagingly

about the marriage pledge, as if it were something less

significant because it is a free act, since, on the contrary,

it is the one thing needful in connection with the most
beautiful form of human happiness.

And so now these two, whom life has joined together

in the happiness of love, are at this moment resolved,

and a pact is to be instituted between them. A pact for-

ever. Forever— is not this word by its very strength almost

portentous, since it is as if death came between, and it is

upon the grave one lays the garland of everlastings?

Oh, far from it, for this ominous word is a beautiful an-

nouncement. The marriage pledge is indeed like a gar-

land of everlastings, but love weaves it, and duty says it

must be woven, and it is love’s happiness to weave it, and
duty says it must be woven—each day from the blossoms
of the moment. Eternity is not here through with time,

but the pact of love is eternity’s beginning in time. The
eternal resolution and the duty must forever remain with

the wedded pair throughout time in the union of their

love, and each anniversary shall be a solemn holiday, with

power in its remembrance and hope in its promise.

The spoken word must be definite, and it must also

be uttered with authority. And the speech shall be ad-

dressed to you, respected bridegroom; it does not offer

ctmgratulations, but the speaker asks you an earnest ques-

tion, and he has authority to demand an earnest answer.

He does not ask you about your happiness, but whether
you have consulted God and your conscience. The ques-
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tion is not intended to dissipate your happiness, nor is it

indifferent to it. The question desires only to make your

happiness secure, if you answer deliberately, and it is

asked in earnestne^ for your own sake, lest you answer

frivolously. And though it seems to you so wholly natural,

so completely in harmony with the order of things, that

you should be bound to one whom the early wishes of

parents and relatives had selected, to one with whom you
felt yourself united in an anticipation that finally passed

over into certainty, to one to whom you felt yourself

drawn in so many ways, until love revealed itself as the ul-

timate ground, and took over the preparation into its glo-

rious possession: nevertheless though our earnest question

need by no means give pause to a hectic and surprised res-

olution, which often enough gives rise to late regrets, it

would make you pause with a sense of the responsibility

of duty, to lay the emphasis of choice upon the quiet

experience,^

And next the speech shall be directed to you, respected

bride, it will not disturb you with its question or trouble

you by arousing difficult thoughts, but it will ask you
with the same earnestness as the equality of the pact re-

quires, whether you have consulted with God and your

conscience. Oh, the question will not make your happi-

ness precarious, it will not make you weak, it will make
you, in the freedom of earnestness, equally strong with

the husband to whom as a wife you are to be submissive.

And though you feel with a joyous confidence and per-

fect trust that happiness could not have come for you in

any other way, that it could not be otherwise than that

you should be united with him whom long association

and the close relationship, and participation in so many
things, and mutual sympathy bound to you until love
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came and explained all that went before as a beautiful

preface, a dowry of security, a wealth of happiness: never-

theless, though the earnest question is far from wishing

to interrupt the many thoughts, it tvftuld still imbue you
with the sense of the responsibility of duty to lay the em-

phasis of choice upon the almost imperceptible transition

of this quiet experience.

And then there is required a promise, and the speaker

has the authority to require it. But the requirement is

in all its earnestness a challenge to the lovers. It will give

the worthy a solemn opportunity to announce freely and
in the sight of God that which it is hard for the lovers to

keep silent about, that which it is sweet to communicate
to a confidant, that which, when here expressed, receives

its consecration.

When this has been done, the officiating authority will

unite the happy pair and make earnestness of what is

already earnest. For the act itself has its own earnestness,

and when this is not found in the wedded, the act is

desecrated, for marriage is not merely a temporal event.

But when the earnestness exists, the officiating authority

gives to the act the stamp of earnestness, and the pact is

concluded.

On the other hand, the unauthorized discourse has no
lovers to unite. But still, my hearer, you can give it your

attention. For as was said above, the act has its own seri-

ousness, and this does not consist in external happenings,

that some curious people have come as witnesses, that

two persons have effected an outward change in the cir-

cumstances of their lives. And that earnestness the au-

thorized speaker presupposes in the wedded pair, and
that it is thus mature. If it came into being only in that

moment of the ceremony, who would dare to answer the
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question which asks about something past, though this

past is also the present? Or, if the speaker in that moment
must develop this earnestness in the lovers, then must he

speak quite otherwise, he must say much which it is risky

to say now at the last moment, difficult to say to just these

two, though it would have been profitable for them to

have considered it. Hence there is given a reflection

which in earnestness of thought already stands before the

altar. To such a thoughtful consideration, then, my hear-

er, I invite you, and with the marriage ceremony in mind,

I shall consider the theme:

LOVE CONQUERS ALL,

viewed as the resolution that constitutes marriage.

And you, my hearer, will you also hold that solemn

moment fast before your thought, and not concern your-

self with the deliberation in any other manner than as

if it concerned yourself: it may be that for you the mar-

riage pact is something in the future or something past;

for it is something irrelevant only to a fool. And surely

here we are in agreement, that a discourse about godly

matters should never be contentious or discordant with

anything except that which is ungodly. When therefore

the poor man, or one who in a humble situation works

for his bread, without on that account being excluded

from the happiness of love, when he must gather in toil-

some care and take many a weary step in order to get the

necessities together, while the master or overseer only too

well understands, perhaps, that the duties of the service

must first and foremost be attended to, when there is left

only the scanty opportunity, the sparingly measured time,

for the godly consideration of the heart’s concerns, upon
which the privileged, perhaps wisely, perhaps foolishly.
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spend so much time—when these two lovers finally also

stand before the altar and in all brevity are declared

wedded: Oh, my hearer, we are surely agreed that God,

who is present when the pact is made, not only as a wit-

ness but to grant His blessing upon it, does not in His

blessing make a distinction like that in the speech of

men. Because He alone is rich. He has but one blessing,

and at one and the same price for all; be the believer

great or humble, wise or simple, clothed in gold or in

linsey, rich in thoughts or poor in spirit. But if anyone,

man or woman, attacked by an aristocratic distemper, be

inhuman enough to find the sacred observances too sim-

ple, if anyone wished to invent new rites, then are we
agreed, my hearer, that this is the miracle of the godly

ordinance, that the simple finds everything therein, and
the wise more than he can fathom, when he earnestly

thinks himself in relation thereto, and thinks earnestly

about himself.

An old adage says that love is older than everything

else; and many a beautiful and profound thought has

been linked with this word, in order by the aid of the

adage to explain existence. But just as the adage is valid

in relation to great things, so it is also valid wherever

love is present: it is older than all other things. So in the

life of an individual; when love awakens it is older than

everything, for when it is, it is as if it had been there a

long time, it presupposes itself far back in the distant past,

until all search for its origin ends in the inexplicable.

While one generally says about all beginning that it is

difficult, this does not hold true of love. Its happy awak-
ening knows no labor, and no preparation precedes. If

love does indeed sometimes generate pain, it is not itself

born with pain: lightly and jubilantly it breaks forth in

its mysterious becoming. Miraculous begitiningl—But
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the life of freedom requires a beginning, and a beginning

is here a resolution, and the resolution has its own labor

and pain, the beginning its difficulty. The individual con-

ceiving a resolution cannot be finished, for then would
he already have experienced that of which the resolution

is the beginning, but if no resolution is taken, then such

a man will doubtless share the experience that sometimes

comes to a speaker, that only after he is finished and has

already spoken, does he know how he ought to have

spoken: only after he has lived, does ho know how he

ought to have lived (sorry profit from life's experiences!)

,

and how he ought to have made the beginning with the

good resolution, bitter wisdom, now that there lies an

entire life between the beginning and the dying man!

So the word says that love conquers all, and therefore

the marriage ceremony, which is not a festive congratula-

tion but a godly challenge, does not greet the lovers as

victors, but invites them to a struggle, encloses them in

the arena of a state well-pleasing unto God, encourages

them to fight the good fight, strengthens their striving by

means of the marriage pact, promises them victory as it

also takes a promise from them, gives them a blessing for

the long journey— but also informs them that the strug-

gle is there: a struggle to be fought through, trouble to

be endured, danger to be experienced, a curse if it is not

borne in harmony as a blessing. And yet, is it the right

place here to evoke such sorry considerations, that come
soon enough with the dark thoughts and the sad experi-

ences: in the moment of joy to call to mind the days that

have no pleasure in them? But is it then sad that this

high-minded word actually means something, that it is

not sounding brass, not a jubilation over an imaginary

victory which is badly won, or still bad if it is supposed
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already won, but the announcement of an actual victory

which shall be gloriously won! And is the place so unsuit-

able—the holy place? Is it so inopportune for joy to think

about the danger; is there perhaps no time for this— in

the urge of danger there is surely less timel Alas, time

comes and time goes, it takes little by little; it takes from

a man one good whose loss he feels, and his pain is great;

alas, he does not discover that it has already long since

taken away from him the thing of greatest importance:

the ability to form a resolution, and that he has become
so familiar with this condition that there is no dismay

over its loss, the last thing which might help him to gain

new strength for a renewed resolution.

No, in earnest the saying means very much, indeed it

means everything to the truly wedded pair. But it desires

to be understood in earnest; it does not wish to visit the

wedded couple as an unexpected guest, gracing the wed-

ding day with his high presence; but it desires to make its

home with them, to meet the test of the years, to answer

for everything. It is thus it would be understood, and

only thus can it be said; it must be said by a beginner,

but only by one who begins with the good resolution.

For he who became old in the faithful service of love,

tested as gold is tested and found true— for the noble poet

says of the maiden, a little in love, that her young soul was

tested gold, but the years and the dangers are the test—

hence the venerable figure who in the course of years won
the rich and incorruptible beauty of faithfulness, loyal to

his pledge as his own conscience required, faithful with a

man’s courage and with a woman’s tenderness, with a

man’s intrepidity and with a woman’s sympathy, with the

sober reflection of the understanding in the inwardness

of the heart, he will doubtless say with the mild, friendly.
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unassuming admonition of age: “My little children, love

conquers all.’’ And he moves youth, and almost deceives

it, for when he says it, then it seems so easy, and it is so

pleasant to hear him say it again. But if youth accepts the

saying vain-mindedly, and would frivolously weave a bri-

dal-wreath from it, then the experience that comes in life’s

struggle, intervenes between youth and venerable age,

saying: “Step aside, learn respect for the venerable, but

learn first what the difficulties are,’’ and then he points to

him with this word, “See, here, that love has conquered

alll” Oh, how beautiful to be old, how illusory is not all

eloquence beside such a witness! Has conquered alB This
is the last word, and is indeed'somewhat different from
the first. Stay your course, O wanderer, pause to consider

this difference, when you grasp it, you will doubtless be

a man of resolve! Has conquered; so says experience en-

gaged in the struggle of life, respectfully, about the vet-

eran in the service, whom the marriage pact called to

the good fight, whose life leaves no irregularity behind,

since he became no man’s debtor, because he loved much.
In civil life, it is often the case that if anyone would travel

to a foreign country, and he owes someone a debt, the

creditor will refer the matter to the civil authority, and
the journey will be prohibited. Oh, if the obligation of a

sacred pledge is left unfulfilled, or but poorly fulfilled,

is it not like an objection that makes the last journey the

flight of a defaulter—but, no, how does it help to flee?

The justice which watches over existence cannot be
evaded.

So much for has conquered all. But our theme says:

Love conquers all. And so it ought to sound in the begin-

ning, and so it is rightly said by the resolving individual.

But no one can be said to be resolved who is ignorant of
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the danger, who excludes the danger firom his thoughts,

instead of including in his resolution a real conception of

it, whose courage has therefore lost its victory, just as

good deeds lose their reward, because the victory antici-

pated it. Nor is he resolved who runs as if uncertainly,

and who certainly misses the goal when he believes he

has attained it. Nor is he resolved who, improvidently

trusting in some mysterious power, dares to begin the

journey without including in the resolution a real con-

ception of God’s assistance, of its necessity, and of its suf-

ficiency. Nor is the resolution of which we speak, a com-

mon resolution because in such a moment the two are of

like mind, and both without a resolve.

Does life give evidence of only one kind of unhappy
love in marriage, when death separates them and only

the sorrowing one remains behind? Oh, death does not

have this power to make unhappy; if nothing else sep-

arates them, they are nevertheless united. Yet perhaps

someone says, “I know very well what you mean and what

the discourse hints at, but such things happen only to

those who were never in love; whoever really loves, con-

quers all.” And it is impossible to deny that he who really

loves, does as the word says; but does it follow that the

speaker has even as much as a clear conception of what it

means really to love, and about life, and about the others?

A clear conception of the change which takes place in the

lover when he is called upon really to conquer all, and

when this all is something real. What a difference be-

tween youthfully desiring to change the whole world and
then discovering that it is one’s self that is to be changed,

and that the requirement is to do it with enthusiasm; or

that the task is to preserve himself unchanged, alas, while

everything changes! What a difference between the novel
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surprise of being the first inventor of everything, and then

when trouble comes, the discovering that it is the monot-

onous repetition of what has been experienced by others

thousands and thousands of times I What a difference be-

tween youthfully wishing to fight, and the explanation

that he must suffer, and that it is this which he must do
with enthusiasm! To desire victory; well, one may yield

to a superior force but with the consciousness of being the

stronger in comparison with the individual—and now
the explanation that it is his own weakness he must fight

against, and the requirement neither sympathizing nor

regretful, but cruelly uncompromising: that one must be

enthusiastic in the struggle. When then the great require-

ment of the imaginary task does not give imaginary

strength, but it is in reality the small and despised task

that is to be done; when one does not defy a world which
cheated one’s expectation, but sits there abandoned by

the great expectation concerning oneself, deprived of

every evasion; when no broad prospect tempts one to dare

the venture, but one sits inactive, despondent before the

humble task of patience, which becomes even more hum-
ble because time is wasted in dreaming youth’s dream
over again; aye, then there is opportunity to show that

one really loves, or rather that the occasion has waited too

long, that it should not have been permitted to become
what it is, and had the beginning been made with a reso-

lution, then one might have understood in time that

things could come to such a pass.

Consider one who resembles a loyer, an enthusiast.

Does life show only a single case of half-finished labor, of

interrupted plans, of a sorry and miserable outcome of a

brilliant beginning? Is this the only case where the striv-

ing individual was prevented by death from finishing the
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work, from perfecting the plan, from attaining the goal?

O Death, thou art powerless; dost thou presume to mock
an enthusiast! No, the brief misfortune of the moment of

death is soon overcome, and he truly dies with honor, aye,

with the glorious accomplishment of his task who dares

say with truth, “It was death that prevented me’” “But,”

says perhaps an enthusiastic youth, and thus every enthu-

siastic youth, “I know what you refer to; you need not

even name it. I will not be disturbed or delayed or made
despondent—but such things do not happen to the really

enthusiastic.” And this is undeniable, but does it fol-

low that the speaker even has a clear conception of what

it is to be really enthusiastic? What he will say when
it is no longer his task to spring forward like a lion, but

to remain in the same place and, in spite of all exertion,

not to be able to move; when the task is not to traverse

the world in easy flight, but to endure in a dead calm in

which the enthusiasm threatens to expire; when the task

is to feel the weakness, and yet not let go the enthusiasm,

to hope against hope; when it is the task to endure in the

long toilsome drudgery which is inseparable from every

enthusiastic enterprise; when abandoned, one must even

defend oneself against a sympathy which is the ruin of

enthusiasm, although it seems so soothing, and be misun-

derstood because one does it; when it is of no avail to

rush forward in wild abandon, but it is required that one

assume a strait-jacket, and be enthusiastic in it: aye, there

is the opportunity to show that one is really enthusiastic.

And if one has beg;un with a resolution, it will indeed

appear with what profit this was done, since it was not

the drawing in of a youth’s refreshing breath of air, but

a self-questioning which from a distance apprehends the

danger.
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The first condition for a resolution is to have, that is to

will to have, a real conception of life and of oneself. What
is here sown in tears is reaped with songs of joy, and the

grief is overcome; for the first loss is the best loss, and the

first pain the saving pain, and the strict upbringing the

profitable one, and the early discipline the strengthening

discipline, and the shudder of the resolution gives cour-

age, and its chastisement awakens the attention, and the

final victory is the essential victory, and the last honor the

only true one I

Oh, death has no power to place saddening signs upon
the path of marriage through life. And yet the signs are

there. What significance do they have then? There is in

the folk-life many a curious custom connected with a wed-

ding, many a mocking jest, which still has its significance,

many a teasing roguery which is not without beauty, but

might it not be an acceptable custom if the bridal couple

before they go to the house of feasting should go to the

house of mourning, that is, to the serious contemplation

from which one does not fetch the bridal veil, but the

resolution? Let the bride appear before the altar in all

her charm, let the m>Ttle-crown grace the beloved; it is

the humility of the resolution which alone makes her ac-

ceptable in the eyes of God, and the real conception of

the resolution makes her strong in holy weakness—strong

to conquer all.

It is not the purpose of the discourse, even if it could

do so, to terrify by means of harrowing descriptions, to

evoke horror, to which only the serious speaker, when he

speaks with authority, can give the sure effect of earnest-

ness and prevent the intrusion of despondency and low

spirits, aye, even of disgust, into the impression. Oh, but

are those married people alone separated between whom a
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divorce was effected, between whom the uniting wedding

pact became a curse; are they alone unworthy of the mar-

riage state who made a wretched beginning by regarding

the pact as a worldly agreement for earthly gain, and

ended as they began; or for whom the wedding union be-

came not a salvation but a snare that stimulated the crav-

ing of the senses, is he only a bad husband who in cow-

ardice and lack of manliness courted adoringly a wom-
an’s beauty, who then slavishly ruled in a cowardly spirit

over a slave, to whose beauty he was himself a slave in

jealousy, until he ended with the ingratitude of a dastard,

because the years had taken youth and beauty away from

her to whom he was wedded?

Oh, no, it is here as it is with death in life. Not only are

they the prey of death who lie upon a sickbed, and whom
the physician has given up. Many a one whom death has

marked goes about among us. And so there is many a mar-

riage that divorce has marked. No separation has come
between the married couple, but an aloof indifference

divides them and makes them alien to one another—and
yet, for this is why we speak about it, and yet, perhaps the

old feelings are not wholly dead. There is no strife be-

tween them, no hostile difference, but feeling seems to

have withdrawn itself far from the daily intercourse; and
yet, perhaps they love one another, but they await an

event which will tense the bowstring of resolution and
lure the feeling forth to expression, for the daily events

are too insignificant. They feel almost ashamed before

each other because of this boredom with the insignificant

events. They long perhaps for an understanding, but they

cannot rightly get to speak with one another, precisely

because there is an opportunity every day, and conse-

quently the opportunity goes unused because it is more
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difficult to reveal themselve^ to one another. They were

once so happy, oh, so happy, and this consciousness which

ought to strengthen them, which at least ought always to

be clear, now weakens them. They lose the zest and the

courage to venture, and this vanished happiness acquires

a sickly, exaggerated glamor for the two lonely people.

Time passes so slowly, a whole life lies there before them,

they fear to make, one to the other, the first admission

which could unite them in a vigorous resolution, bore-

dom takes the place of harmony, and yet they abhor .di-

vorce as a sin. But life is so long—and then the thought

of death steals in, for death looses all bonds; they scarcely

dare admit it to themselves, and yet so it is. They wish

themselves dead, as if that were not unfaithfulness—and

yet perhaps they still love one another, and death would
perhaps make them realize it. And then one seeks to find

the fault in the other, and, instead of a candid discussion

of the trouble, misunderstanding conducts its sorry busi-

ness and estranges them from one another in suspicion

and distrust, through uncharitableness and precipitancy,

with reconciliation flaring up and nourishing the disease,

while they stilj'^love one another.

Was it always poverty and straitened circumstances and
the troubles of life which produced these consequences^

Oh, a marriage of wealth and abundance is sometimes car-

ried out, after the brief honeymoon is over, as if on bread

and water, in the midst of superfluity. Was it always sor-

row over incorrigible children which at last brought

estrangement between the parents? Oh, it is often evident

that a rare good fortune in this respect did not help the

parents. Was it always the years which led to this sorry

condition? Oh, how short a time is sometimes needed be-

fore this change takes place. Was it always an original
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disparity in age, in culture, in social position, which soon

or late must generate misunderstanding? Oh, sometimes

the two are so well suited to one another that they only

lack gratitude in order to be happy. Was it always en-

vironment and family relations and connections that

ruined the well-begun marriage? Alas, what boots it to

place the responsibility on others? The weed of evil has

the peculiar property that all weeds have— it sows itself.

The good seed requires care and labor; if that is lacking

the good seed dies—and then the weeds come up of them-

selves.

Now let the observer who takes himself into account,

who in a decisive moment evokes this thought, let him
ask himself this question. “Dare I say that all these wed-

ded couples did not begin with what one calls a real love

for one another, so that they felt the sweetness of surprise

when love awakened, felt the unrest of longing, found

time to vanish when they were together, and found it so

long when they were separated, found themselves glow-

ing at the thought of being everything to one another?”

Let him ask himself the question: “Dare I deny that the

sad outcome may also have its explanation in the fact that

in the time of youth and hope and surprise and precipi-

tancy one lacked guidance and earnestness to renounce

the softness and allure of the moment and the illusions

of the imagination in order to subject oneself to the disci-

pline of the resolve?”

For what does the resolution, which is the rebirth of

love, desire? Will it stifle the joy because it wishes to save

it; is its care a false friendship because it is not immediate-

ly understood? Is it nothing but pain because its begin-

ning is not without pain; is it an eternal imprisonment

because it in earnest and eternally binds the two lovers
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together? But its beginning is not without pain, and not

without a shudder. Consider an enthusiast. Filled with

a highminded purpose, he would accomplish so much,
but lo, under the labor of the resolution, the conception

of life and of his own weakness so overwhelms him that

he sinks in impotence, and only the conception of his

duty holds him in continued effort to win the resolve.

What a change! Now he fights bravely under the strict

surveillance of duty, he does the little assigned for each

day, but to a T as duty bids; and so he is still enthusiastic,

since he understands that whether it is little or much,
when duty bids it is always much. And lo, he succeeds,

and the resolution is won, and the work is begun on a real

scale, and lo, it is successful, and the work goes forward,

and lo, it is successful, and lo, it succeeds beyond expecta-

tion, and the first enthusiasm awakens to a new and
stronger life. And now his enthusiasm is not a precipitate

purpose or a continued impetuosity; nor is it glowing

hot in youth, drowsy in manhood, and as smoking flax

m the evening of life. No, that first enthusiasm went out

as in the night, when resolution came into being, and
then he gained a new enthusiasm and the blessed surprise

of wonder from year to year, even to the evening of life.

And so will the wedding ceremony in the strict discipline

of the resolution take away fancies and disappointments,

and love will secure its sure refuge within the impreg-

nable fortress of duty, and will give the resolving indi-

vidual new enthusiasm, and, as time goes on, a daily

wonder over his happiness.

But perhaps someone says: “It is insulting to speak

thus to the lovers; instead of admiring and eulogizing,

aye, of considering with respect the lovers’ rare good for-

tune, thus enviously and pessimistically to make their
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good fortune suspect." Now, to show respect for a rare

good fortune, even if it were ever so rare, would seem

frivolous in an edifying discourse which is not even at-

tuned to find edification in the variances of fortune in life.

And could not that objection really be an outbreak of

love’s seductive persuasiveness, that dangerous power

which generates impulsiveness in the hearer? We show

respect for the rare gift of the poet, if he uses it well; but

I wonder if that love which inspires the poet to song is

found thus in every day life and in every couple who are

united by the marriage pact? The poet himself says that

It is rare, and the poet’s happy gift is also rare, just as is

that love; the best wish of a perfect existence, yet no, the

most beautiful dream of an imperfect view of life. There-

fore the poet explains nothing; he seeks in sadness of song

this remembered rarity, he seeks it burning in the crav-

ing of desire, he touches the strings powerfully in its

honor, as if it were found. He sits weak in the whisper of

longing, he creates by the power of his imagination the

sought-for thought. We praise him, and a people is proud

in the right place when it is proud of a distinguished poet!

But the poet cannot help us ordinary folk, for he cannot

tell us how we should conduct ourselves to become the

rare individual he seeks. There is the poet’s sadness. For

the poet is no proud and haughty person, but his soul

extends into the infinite. And when he must say to an

individual, or of an individual, “No, it is not he,’’ or "It

was not she,” then he has no wish to offend. Himself dis-

tressed, he seeks the consolation of song. Therefore we
must not be angry with the poet; he loves existence and
perhaps feels the most pain that this or that individual

was not the rare example. "And yet,” says the poet, “no
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one can make himself this rare thing. He is a paragon,

and thereby the miracle.”

Now, if this paragon existed, and one should talk with

him about what this address is concerned with, he simply

would not understand it, nor would he answer as that ob-

jector answered, for no speech can disturb so rare a gen-

ius. But an illusory echo from poets’ songs, a delusive

repetition of poetic works, this he finds disturbing. On
the other hand, he who feels that he is not himself this

gifted individual, is concerned, and he is not disturbed by
a speech reminding him of his concern, but rather he

seeks edification in religious reflection. Further than this

the address does not wish to go in meeting such an objec-

tion, but, my hearer, consider now the marriage ceremony

itself. Who performs it? Is it a poet? No, it is a man of

authority. And the rite lays everyone under sin, and the

man of authority makes it earnest with the individual,

and lays each one under sin who is pledged by this rite.

Should it be offensive, then, if the address calls attention

to the significance of the resolve, and that only the re-

solved individual dares -to say at the beginning that love

conquers all? To me it seems offensive to assume about

anyone that he had not considered this. Even the hap-

piest earthly love needs the rebirth of the resolve, the

strict words of the marriage rite, its strengthening influ-

ence in the struggle, its blessing upon the way.

In seeking to make clear the sacred resolution of mar-

riage, the address has thus reminded you, my hearer, of

what you yourself have often considered, for the speech

is far from being instructive. You are then in agreement

with it, and yet perhaps you say: “The address is right,

but much earnestness is required for the speech to pro-

duce the right impression, lest it foster impatience and
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disorder the spirit.” And in this you are quite right—

that there is much earnestness required; verily to be a

good reader or a good listener is just as great an art as to

be a good sp»eaker, and that is very great when, as here,

the address is imperfect and without authority. Was not

this your meaning? For you surely would not intend by
this criticism to place the blame upon the speaker, as if

you gained something by accusing him? Let us consider

this a little more closely. Just as there is needed for mak-

ing a resolution an actual conception of life, so there is

also needed, as was said at the same time, an actual con-

ception of oneself. There was perhaps one who sent his

spying thoughts out to get a manifold impression of life,

but who could not take himself back, who gave himself

out—alas, and lost himself. But whoever binds another

human being to himself by the marriage pact, by that

pact enters into an obligation which no time can dis-

solve, and which every day requires fulfillment; from him
is required a resolution, and in this resolution an actual

conception of himself. And this real conception of him-

self, and this inwardness, this is earnestness. Now, as it

is doubtless true that as this love, which the poet sings, is a

longing in every human heart, so there is also in everyone

a longing, a wish that desires what we might call a teacher

and a guide in life, a tried man upon whom one can rely,

a wise man who knows how to advise, a noble man who
encourages by his example, a gifted man who has the gift

of eloquence and the emphasis of persuasiveness, the seri-

ous man who guarantees the appropriation.

As a child everything is easy, one is free from the diffi-

culty of choosing; aye, even if a father was not as he
should be, the respect the child has, his unconditional

obedience, helps it sometimes to learn the good even from
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<uch a father. But then comes the period of youth and of

freedom, and the time when with the beloved he seeks

such a guide. Then it is important that this freedom and

this choice do not become a snare. This guide which the

longing seeks is a rare individual. Sometimes he is not

found in every generation, and even if you are contempo-

raneous with such a highly worthy one, to whom you are

wholly willing to yield yourself, he may not perhaps be in

the same place as you, or he was there but had to leave, or

you had to leave—and so, aye, so must you be content with

less, that is you must try to help yourself. In life there is

confusion enough; the most varied things are proclaimed

and praised and despised and repeated; the most varied

patterns show themselves, and disappoint, and show them-

selves again; the most varied guidance is proffered, and

always there is companionship on the way; consolation

and evasions and appeals, and warnings and songs of vic-

tory and cries of complaint are heard in wildest confu-

sion. Ah, love and marriage are things in which everyone

is experienced, and about which everyone has an opinion,

and can in truth have if he earnestly wishes it. Every hu-

man being, even if unmarried, should have an abiding

place, and yet there is perhaps many a marriage which

does not have it, but is blown about by every puff of wind.

Now the young man thinks, misled by an accidental

experience, that when the external circumstances of pros-

perity and happy relations of life favor love, then it is

secure, and he does not perhaps consider that the liberty

of action which the mental state thus attains may gen-

erate difficulties. Now one has an exaggerated concep-

tion of the depth of sorrow in loving, and cannot settle

down to the simple labor of making a living; now anoth-

er gives himself up too much to a bubbling over of the
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feelings and distaste follows; now one of the parties has

a little sober-mindedness and wishes to use it, but the

other misunderstands it and believes it is coldness and
indifference; now one party wishes to plan carefully and

economize, and the other one does not understand it, and

ascribes it to a lack of sensitiveness for anything higher.

Now one becomes despondent because the repetition

about him makes him bored with his own; now another’s

first happiness makes him impatient; now he compares,

now he remembers, now he loses—who could ever finish

recounting all this, no address can do it, and this makes

little difference, but no human being can do it, and that

is what is terrifying. Only one power is capable of doing

it; that is resolution, taking heed in time.

Where is earnestness to be learned^ In life. Quite true,

and the state of marriage acceptable to God offers an ex-

ceptional opportunity. Thus is earnestness learned—pro-

vided one joins the resolution with an actual conception

of oneself. The resolution itself is earnestness And in

order to learn earnestness from what we call the earnest-

ness of life, earnestness is already presupposed For ear-

nestness of life is not like a schoolmaster in relation to a

pupil, but rather in the position of an indifferent power

in relation to that one who must himself be something of

a schoolmaster in relation to himself as pupil Otherwise

one might even learn from the earnestness of life indif-

ference to everything. We wish for guidance, and yet it

holds true even in relation to this, that we must have

earnestness in order to be helped by it. Or is it not evi-

dent even in relation to this exceptional guide, when he

stood among us, that one hit upon many things to weak-

en the impression he produced, as if one were not himself

the loser by this, as if it were the wisdom of the years to
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become more and more festidious, more and more in-

clined to reject, instead of becoming more and more
judicious.

And when there is none such, what then? Aye, the

world never has a lack of gfuides. Behold, here is a man
who would guide everybody, and cannot help himself.

Now one is proclaimed as wise, and admiration recog-

nizes him as such because he cannot even understand

what the common man understands. Now someone ha$

a power of eloquence and leads astray, having the power-

ful works of untruth. Now what we learned in childhood

has become old-fashioned, and we must learn it all over

again. Now someone would tear a husband from his

wife’s side, make him important through participation

m great enterprises, and teach him to think slightingly

about the sacred vocation of marriage. Now one would
tempt the wife, and teach her to sigh under the heavy

yoke of matrimony. Now one dangles before the hus-

band and wife a community fellowship that makes the

marriage relation unimportant. Now one would teach

the married couple to enjoy life, taking the children and
therewith the cares of life away from them, so that the

parents can live for higher things. And then our expecta-

tions are tensed by something extraordinary, a new order

of things to come, and we all, both married and unmar-

ried, get a vacation, like children because the school mas-

ter is moving, and we are free until he gets settled. But

we are no longer school children, and everyone shall give

an account of himself before God, and the sacred obliga-

tion shall give every day its task and its responsibility.

Where then do we find guidance if we do not work out

our own soul’s salvation with fear and trembling, for thus

we become really earnest? Otherwise it will soon appear
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that one guide cannot be followed because, although he

means well, he is weak; and another not, for, though

there is force and unction in what he says, they say he

does not really mean it; or one is too old to satisfy the

times, and another is too young. Aye, how could an ad-

dress even come to an end if it tried to describe this con-

fusion in life?

But what do you think, my hearer, of one who had the

show of earnestness in rejecting everything, but not a

trace of its power in possessing the least thing? What
would you think of such a man if he were married, and
had been married without forming a resolution, and then

lived untroubled about the most sacred pledge, that is

to say without seriously troubling himself about it? Had
not separation already marked such a marriage, where
the married couple belonged to one another, but not in

earnest?

Nay, earnestness is within a man, and only a fool runs

after it, and only a coward buys the indulgence of medi-

ocrity by being like the majority, and striving after this,

and only the fearful man is disturbed in a more noble

striving by paying attention to the judgment of others

If there is no guide in life, the earnest man still does not

walk blindly. Oh, and even if the appointed guide in the

place where you live, my hearer, were perhaps incompe-

tent, well, if you will, you may be the good auditor who
still profits from the incompetent address. And if he who
here speaks is too young, or if he perhaps does not ex-

press himself clearly, or if his thought is perhaps con-

fused, well then, my hearer, lay the address aside, or, if

you will, do the great thing, be the reader who profits

even from an unfortunate address. Verily, as there may
be a power of speech which can almost perform wonders.
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SO there is also a power in the listener which can work
wonders if he will. In such a listener there is earnestness;

he says, “I wish to be edified,” and lo, he is edified. But

the earnestness lies in a resolution. If someone fears this,

what wonder then that he seeks consolation in the fact

that others are caught in the same difficulty, and look to

right and left; if anyone thinks that resolution is a fragile

thing, and that the resolved individual skates on thin ice,

ah, what wonder then that he must always have many
about him to get courage to live? But you, my hearer,

believe that the resolution offers the highest happiness,

that even if love’s richest happiness could be secured to

you in some other way for your entire life, you would still

choose the life of resolution and the wedded companion-

ship in danger. For the resolution works the miracle with

marriage, as with the wedding in Cana: it first pours the

poorer wine, and keeps the best for the last. And love is

the best adornment for the beloved, but resolution is a

power in the heart of him who is imperfect. So the reso-

lution of marriage is that love conquers all. Aye, it con-

quers all; but verily it goes out in adversity, if no reso-

lution holds it fast; it perishes in prosperity, if no resolu-

tion holds it fast, it degenerates in the daily round, if no
resolution heartens it, it is smothered in conceit, if no
resolution humbles it. Love abides, but the resolution is

its abiding place wherein it rests; love is the refreshing

essence, but resolution is the flask in which it is preserved.

Love abides; it guides through life when the resolution

accompanies it, but it loses its way when the resolution

does not guide; it gives life significance when resolution

interprets it day by day; it suffices for the whole of life,

when resolution exercises its restraint; it lays hold of the

eternal if the resolution has made a place for it there; it
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conquers everything when the resolution is present in the

day of battle—and the final honor is the only honor.

Is this kind of talk envious? Is it envious to say to the

happy, "I know where you can keep your happiness

secure”? A little coquettish sadness, which precisely is

envy, might perhaps stir the senses of a happy man. Is this

sort of speech insulting? Is it insulting to say to anyone,

“I am convinced that you yourself know and have con-

sidered this, for which reason I merely remind you"? Is

the speaker intrusive who stands aside and speaks half

softly to himself?

And then there is required for the resolution of mar-

riage a real conception of life and of oneself; but herein

there is already contained the second great requirement,

which is like the first: a real conception of God. The one

corresponds to the other; for no one can have a real

conception of God without having a corresponding one
about life and himself, nor can he have a real conception

of himself without a similar one about God, and no real

conception about life without a similar one about him-

self. A poetically creative imagination or a conception at

the distance of an indifferent contemplation, is no real

conception. Nor does the conception of God come as an
accidental supplement to the conception of life and of

oneself; on the contrary it comes and crowns the whole,

interpenetrating everything, and it was present before it

became manifest.

The lovers are happy, and on the day of happiness, one
is surely nearest to God. But there is required a real

conception of God, there is required an understanding

between God and the happy individual, and thus there

is required a language in which they can speak with one
another. This language is resolution, the onlv language
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in which God wills to have intercourse with man. For

if the happy individual were ever so enthusiastic in ex-

pressions of gratitude for his happiness (and where is

the happy individual who does not feel this need of being

gratefull) and if he even used God’s name, it does not

follow that he really spoke with God, had a real concep-

tion of Him, entered into an understanding with Him,
and profited by the understanding. For the thanksgiving

for the happiness, were it ever so remarkable, were the

expression ever so filled with pathos, the soul ever so

burning with zeal, God will not understand—only the

resolution which takes over the happiness. And if the

name of God be mentioned at the beginning and end, it

does not therefore follow that one speaks with God, when
the conception in which the worshipper offers his thanks-

giving, is not of God, but of happiness, fortune, great

profit, and other things; or about a mysterious power
over whose intervention one stands amazed—and wor-

ships.

The resolution should not make the happy individual

ungrateful, on the contrary it should make him worthy,

and only in the resolution does gratitude become earnest.

Therefore the gratitude of the resolution knows that this

happiness is a task, and that the grateful individual now
stands at the beginning. Hence the thanksgiving of reso-

lution is sober-minded; it understands that God has in

this happiness spoken to the resolved individual, but

also understands that this is the beginning of the conver-

sation. Is this to think deprecatingly of happiness? Is it

not rather to think worthily about God? If someone
talked with a wise man, and immediately upon the first

words of the wise man, he interrupted him with his

thanks, because he now needed no more help: what would
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this show other than that he did not talk with a wise man,
but with a wise man whom he himself transformed into a

fool? A wise man is a human being, and so something

external, and in so far someone may say with truth, even

if he talked foolishly, that he had talked with a wise man;
but God exists only inwardly. Whoever speaks with Him
therefore, as this man did with the wise man, does not

really speak with God. Just as there is an immature love

that says, “True love conquers all,” without having any

conception of the struggle; just as there is an immature

enthusiasm that says the same things with a similar rash-

ness: so there is also an immature gratitude that would
thank God, and yet only deceives itself into thinking that

it thanks God, and defrauds God of the thanksgiving. The
thankfulness of resolution is earnest, and therefore accept-

able unto God; its thankfulness is also the good beginning

by which the task is half done; and with God’s help the

resolution will certainly conquer all. It does not give

thanks once for all, nor with earthly and deceptive self-

conceit or folly; nay, the resolution is the beginning, and
the thanksgiving of the resolution is the beginning of

thankfulness, the beginning of the solemnity which will

keep many an unnecessary danger at a distance, strengthen

the soul in real danger, echo in paeans of praise on the

day of victory; it is the beginning of the vigilance which

will find the wedded pair preserving it in the evening of

life, expectant after the wedding as the wise virgins were

before the wedding, the watchfulness which will make
the last thanksgiving the most beautiful, make the last

response to God’s voice, whose beginning was this happi-

ness, into an acceptable and true thanksgiving.

If anyone thinks that this is nevertheless disturbing,

if without really understanding himself, he ventures in
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confusion of mind to think slightingly of God, if he

thinks that happiness loses by becoming earnest, that the

happiness was made less by being the beginning of hap-

piness; would it then be more beautiful, would it be

wiser, would it better stand the test of life, if the begin-

ning were without resolution? Would it be more beau-

tiful if the happiness, so to speak, immediately separated

the two who were united: would it be more beautiful if

a vain woman’s heart listened with pleasure to the praise

of an adorer who thought that he owed her all, in that,

though grateful for his happiness, but confused in his

thought, he knew no one else to thank for it? Or that the

proud head voluptuously bent its ear to listen to the

adoration of the weak, who glad in her happiness, hum-
bled in gratitude, knew no one else to go to but to him,

him to whom she owed everything and her happiness—

him who defrauded her of the best life? Would it be more
beautiful, would it be wiser? Would it better stand the

test—even then, when the yoke must be thrown off and
the struggle begin; or if this did not take place, then

when the wretch never became a man, but without manly
spirit went all his life tied to a woman’s apron-strings?

Or when the pitifully faithful woman slaved through

life, not as a wife, but without frankness loved her master,

and that master was her husband? Or is idolatry at first

more beautiful, its foundations wiser, its progress in life

more trustworthy, than a rational worship of God^
If anyone thinks that the conception of God which the

resolution brings, is a check from which the happiness

would rather be free: would it then be more beautiful,

would it be wiser, would it better stand the test of life, if

the two without a resolution were unchecked in passing

the brief moment in sentimental dreaming with one
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another, if they danced away the health and vigor of love

on their wedding-day? Was it more beautiful, was it

wiser, did it better hold on to the best in life—then,

when they stood weary at the beginning of the way, and

lo, the jest was over, and it was not earnestness that re-

mained, but distaste and boredom, and a confused awak-

ening to a long life from a confused dream of youth?

Should the brief lust of a pair of sensualists be more beau-

tiful and wiser and more trustworthy in life, than the

humble beginning of a true marriage?

Is there anyone who thinks that the resolution can

come later when it is really needed? So U is not needed

then, not on the wedding-day, when the eternal pledge is

entered into? But then, later? Can he mean that there

was no thought of leaving one another, but of enjoying

the first gladness of their union—and so united, of finding

support in the resolution? Then when toil and trouble

come, and need, be it physical or spiritual, stands at the

door, then the time is there? Aye, indeed, the time is

there—the time for the resolved individual to muster up
his resolution; but not just the time to form a resolution.

It is true that distress and failure may help a man to seek

God in a resolution, but the question is whether the

conception is always the right one, whether it is joyful,

whether it does not have a certain wretchedness, a secret

wish that it were not necessary, whether it may not be

out of humor, envious, melancholy, and so no ennobling

reflection of the trials of life. There is in the state a loan-

association to which the indigent may apply. The poor

man is helped, but I wonder if that poor man has a pleas-

ant conception of the loan-association. And so there may
also be a marriage which first sought God when in dif-

ficulty, alas, sought Him as a loan-association; and every-
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one who first seeks God for the first time when in dif-

ficulties, always runs this danger. Is then such a late

resolution, which even if it were a worthy one, was not

without shame and not without great danger, bought at

the last moment, is that more beautiful, and wiser than

the resolution at the beginning of marriage?

But perhaps no distress and difficulty come in life, so

that the resolution is not needed. Far be it from this

address to terrify childish people, and still farther from
it, to praise resolution as a means of serving something
lower. Well, then, O childish one, who knows not the

peril of the spirit, suppose the marriage is fortunate,

that here is a marriage that life coddles, and fortune

smiles upon continuously—what then? Then this childish

marriage has lost the best, for the resolution itself is the

best It is not a wretched invention against the misery of

life, but the garment of salvation, and the resolved indi-

vidual arrayed therein, worthily bears prosperity, and is

strongly armored thereby to conquer in the evil day, and
yet the garment is the same.

Alas, the life of marriage and the circumstances of

marriage are so very different in the world, and yet there

IS one resolution that is, or may be common to every

marriage: that love conquers all. This resolution is the

beginning, and in this resolution there is contained a real

conception of life and of oneself, and thereby also of God
—so that the end may well be as the beginning, that love

has conquered all. But imagine two marriages, my hearer.

The one must wearily pursue its narrow way through
many difficulties, the other is borne as on the hands of

fortune through life; now they have both come to the

end of life, and love has conquered all. Of the first mar-
riage it must be said that the wedded pair learned much
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in the strict school of life, but when it must also be said

that in the evening of life they were not essentially dif-

ferent in their earnestness than when in the beginning

they gained earnestness in the strict discipline of the

resolution: was this not most beautiful? And if of the

other couple it must be said that in the evening of life

they were not essentially different in their earnestness,

but had also through a long life, been essentially as earn-

est as when on their day of happiness, resolution had
made them mature in earnestness: was not this most
beautiful? For the youthful earnestness of the resolution

is not formed piecemeal, but with God’s help it is formed

of a conception of life, and of one’s self, and of God, and
is therefore an eternal soundness, and perhaps never

gained later in this way.



THE DECISIVENESS OF DEATH
(at the side of a grave)

\ ND so it is now overt And when the person who
/\ here first approached the grave because he is the

-aTjL next of kin, when after the brief moment of this

address, he is the last to leave the grave, because, alas, he is

the nearest to the deceased, then it is over. Even if he
were to remain out there, he could not learn what the

dead man is doing, for the dead man is quiet; if in his

anxiety he were to call his name, if in his grief he were
to sit there listening, still he would learn nothing, for

there is stillness in the grave, and the dead are silent; and
if he went every day to the grave in remembrance, the

dead man would not remember him.

For in the grave there is no remembrance, not even

of God. And this was known to the man of whom it must
now be said that he no longer remembers, and to whom
it would now be too late to say it. But because he knew
this he acted accordingly, and therefore he remembered
God while he lived. His life ran its course in honorable

obscurity, not many knew of his existence, only one here

and there among those few knew him. He was a fellow

townsman; industrious in his modest calling he disturbed

no one by failing in the obligations of a citizen, nor did

he disturb anyone by an unsuitable concern for the inter-

ests of society. Year after year passed thus, uneventfully

but not emptily; he became a man, he became old, he
became stricken in years: his work remained one and
the same, one and the same occupation in the different
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periods of his life. He leaves behind him a wife, formerly

happy in her union with him, now an elderly widow who
grieves for her loss, a widow of just feeling, who bereft

now sets her hope on God. He leaves behind him a son

who learned to love him and to find satisfaction in the

circumstances and conditions of his father’s work; once

as a child happy in his father’s house, as a youth he never

found it too confining; now it is to him a house of

mourning

Such an inconspicuous man when he dies is not widely

talked about; and if someone shortly after his death walks

by the house where he lived modestly, and reads his name
over the door, because the business is continued under his

name, it will be as if he were not dead As he passed away

peaceably and quietly, so also in the outside world his

death is a passing away in silence. A solid citizen, honest

in his business, of frugal habits, charitable according to

his means, sympathetic in sincerity, faithful to his wife,

a true father to his son; all this, and all the truth with

which it may be said, does not strain the expectation of a

significant departure; here there is only a life and its

undertakings, for which a quiet death becomes a beau-

tiful end.—And yet he performed one more task which
was performed with the same faithfulness in simplicity of

heart: he remembered God. He was a man, became old

and stricken in years, and then he died; but the recollec-

tion of God remained the same, a guide in all his under-

takings, a quiet joy in the devout contemplation. Aye, if

no one missed him in his death, if he were not now with

God, then God would miss him in life, know his home
and seek him out, for the deceased walked before Him
and was better known by Him than by anyone else. He
remembered God, and became efficient in his task and
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was happy in his labor, and found joy in life; he remem-
bered God, and was happy in his modest home with his

dear ones; he disturbed no one's peace of mind by indif-

ference to the public worship, nor confused Rnyone by

untimely zeal, but the house of God was his second home
—and now he is gone home.

But in the grave there is no remembrance—therefore
it remains behind, remains in the hearts of the two who
were dear to him in life: they will remember him. And
when the one who was first to approach the grave because

he was the next of kin, after the brief moment of the

address, remains last at the grave because he is next of

kin, when he remembering goes away, he goes home to

the sorrowing widow: and the name over the door be-

comes a memory. And for some time there will now and
then come a customer who accidentally or more sym-

pathetically asks about the former owner, and when he
hears about his death, the customer will say, “So he is

dead!” And when all the old customers have done this

once, then the life of the environment has no further

means of preserving his memory. But the aged widow will

need no reminder to stir her memory, and the industrious

son will not find it hampering to remember. And so when
no one any longer asks concerning him, the name over

the door will, nevertheless, when the house is no longer

visibly a house of mourning, and when also within the

house the grief has become milder, and the daily sense

of loss with the daily consolation has impressed the

memory deeply upon the mind: then the name over the

door will mean for the two survivors that they have one
additional task— to remember the departed.

Now the address is over. Only one act remains to be

done: with the three handfuls of earth to dedicate the
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deceased, like everything that has come from the earth,

to the earth again—and then it is over.

The unofficial address cannot thus make the occasion

earnest; no dead person waits upon it, in order that all

may be over. But you may nevertheless, my hearer, wish

to pay attention to the address. For death has its own
earnestness; and this does not lie in the external event,

—that now again a man is dead, any more than the dis-

tinction of earnestness lies in the fact that there were

many carriages; aye, no more than the gentler mood
which desires only to speak well of the dead, is earnest, or

could in the least degree satisfy him who thinks about

his own death in earnest. Death can precisely teach us

that earnestness is in the inward man, in the thought;

teach us that it is only an illusion when we frivolously or

in melancholy look only upon the outward aspect, or

when the observer profoundly forgets, over the thought

of death, to think and consider his own death.-Af one

desires to mention a really serious subject, one names
death, and the “earnest thought of death,” and yet it is

as if there were a jest underlying the conception of death,

and this jest variously expressed in a variety of moods
and expressions, is the essential in every contemplation

of death, where the mdividual does not himself come face

to face with deatl^ thinking himself in connection with

his own death.

A pagan has said that death is nothing to be feared,

for “when it is, I am not, and when I am, it is not.”

This is the jest through which the subtle observer places

himself outside. But even if the conception used pictures

of horror to delineate death and terrified a sick imagina-

tion, it is still only a jest if the individual merely thinks

about death, and not about himself in death, if he thinks
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about it onl^s the fate of the human race, but not as

his own &te. The jest is that this invincible power can-

not get its victim on the hip, and that, therefore, there

is the contradiction that death, as it were, cheats itself.

For sorrow, if you wish to compare it with death, and if

you wish to call sorrow an archer, as death is called, sor-

row does not miss its mark, for it strikes home upon the

living, and when it has hit him, the sorrow begins; but

when the arrow of death has struck, then it is over. And
sickness, if you wish to compare death with sickness, and
call It a snare as death is the snare in which life is caught;

sickness really enmeshes, and when it has ensnared the

well man, the illness begins; but when death draws the

snare together, it has caught nothing, for then it is over.

But it is precisely in this that the earnestness of death

consists, and it is herein different from the earnestness of

life, which so easily permits a man to deceive himself.

For when someone goes bent under failure, suffering, ill-

ness, misunderstanding, straitened circumstances, scant

prospects, he makes a mistake if he concludes directly

from this that he is earnest; for earnestness is not the

direct reflection of experience, but the ennobled reflec-

tion. That is, here again it is the internal and the thought

and the appropriation which constitute the earnestness.

Or when a man is busy with widespread plans, perhaps

has many warriors to command, perhaps, many books to

tvrite, perhaps has many children, perhaps occupies a

high position, or must needs often put himself in peril of

his life, or has the serious occupation of preparing corpses

for burial—then one errs if one concludes immediately

that such a one is earnest, for earnestness is in the im-

pression, in the inward man, not in the occupation.

Death, on the contrary, is not in this sense something
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real; and when a man is dead it is too late for him to

become earnest, and when one meets a sudden death,

which a more serious age regarded as a great misfortune

(for which reason it was also mentioned in the old prayer-

book) , but which the modern age regards as desirable,

then one is helped. The earnestness of life is serious, and
yet there is no seriousness except in the ennoblement of

the outward fact By the consciousness, wherein lies the

possibility of a deception; *^he earnestness of death is

without deception, for it is not death that is earnest, but

the thought of death.

When therefore, my hearer, you desire to hold the

thought fast, and in no other way concern yourself

with the contemplation of death except through think-

ing about yourself, then the unofficial address will be-

come, through your own effort, a serious matter. To
think oneself dead is earnestness; to witness the death of

another, is a mood. There is the light touch of sadness

when a passerby is a father who carries his child for the

last time, when he carries it to the grave; or when the

cheap hearse is driven by, and you know nothing about

the deceased except that he was a human being. There
is sadness when youth and health become the prey of

death, when many years later the image of one who was
beautiful, can be seen on the ruined monument, the plot

grown up to weeds; there is an earnestness of mood when
death invades the sphere of the vain activities, and lays

hold of the foolish woman dressed in her vainest finery,

or the fool in his vainest moment; there is a sigh over the

mockery of life when the deceased had given a certain

promise, and through no fault of his own, became a de-

ceiver, since he had forgotten that death is the only cer-

tainty.
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There is a longing after the eternal when death has

.taken and taken again, and has finally taken the last of

the distinguished men you knew; there is a feverish

heat in sickness of soul, or its cold burning, when anyone

becomes so familiar with death and with the loss of his

nearest and dearest, that life for him becomes a vexation

of spirit. It is sheer sorrow when the deceased was yours;

it is the birth-pangs of an immortal hope when it was your
beloved; it is the trembling breaking-forth of earnestness

when it was your only counsellor, and solitude lays hold

of you; but if it were your child or your beloved, or your

only guide in life, it is still a mood; and even if you
would gladly die instead of them, this, too, is a mood.
The earnestness consists in the fact that it is death that

you think, and then that you think it as your own lot,

and then that you do what death cannot do, so that you
are and death also is. For death is the teacher of earnest*

ness, but its earnest instruction is to be recognized pre-

cisely by the fact that death leaves the individual to search

out himself, so as to learn earnestness as it can be learned

only in and through the man himself. Death attends to

its task in life; it does not run about, as in the conception

of the timorous, sharpening the scythe and scaring women
and children, as if this were earnestness. No, it says, “I

exist; if anyone wishes to learn from me, let him come to

me.” Only in this manner does death engage the mind in

earnestness; otherwise, only in a stimulation of moods,

through the ingenuity of the thought, through its pro-

fundity, or jestingly in the play of high spirits, or down-

cast in deep grief, which even in its most suffering expres-

sion is still not earnestness, for earnestness would teach

how to moderate the grief and the complaint.

A poet has told of a youth who, during the night be-

'
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tween the old year and the new, dreamed that he was an

old man, and as such in the dream looked back upon a

wasted life, until he awoke in anguish on the morning of

the new year, not merely to a new year but to a new life:

thus to think of death when awake, to think of what is

even more decisive than advanced age, which also has its

time, to think: it was over, that all was lost with the loss

of life in order then in life to gain everything—that is

earnestness. There was once an emp>eror who had himself

buried with observance of all external rites. His action

was perhaps only a mood, but to witness one's own death,

to see the casket closed, to note how everything which in

worldly and earthly fashion appeals to the senses, ceases

in death—that is earnestness. It is the lot of every human
being to die, and thus a very humble art, but to be able

to die well is the highest wisdom of life. Where is the

diffeience? The difference is that in the one case the

earnestness is that of death, in the other, that of the

mortal And the address which draws the distinction can-

not be directed to the dead but to the living

The address will deal with the subject.

THE DECISIVENESS OF DEATH

In one thing, my hearer, we agree, namely tliat a relig-

ious address should never be divisive, or be in disagree-

ment with anything other than that which is irreligious

Thus when the poor man, a servant, who must carefully

arrange to use the few hours of his rare holiday goes out
to the grave of a departed friend or kinsman, and also to

consider his own death, and when such a one must help
himself as best he can, then the excursion becomes a
pleasure trip, and the visit there a happy and beneficent
diversion from the many days of labor. So the time passes.
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now in remembering the deceased, now in earnest think-

ing about himself, now in enjoying the freedom of the

holiday and the beauty of the surroundings, as if one had

come to seek refreshment in a beautiful bit of landscape,

as if the journey was one of pleasure alone, and food had

been brought for the common enjoyment: in that case

we are agreed, that such a one in his noble simplicity

beautifully combines contradictions (which according to

the wise is supposed to be highly difficult) , so that his re-

membrance is precious to the deceased, is accepted with

joy in heaven, and his earnestness is quite as praiseworthy,

equally acceptable to God, and equally profitable to him-

sdf, as is his who devoted rare talents in schooling him-

self in death's earnest thought day and night, so that he
was checked again and again from pursuing the vain am-
bition, so that he was impelled again and again to hasten

forward on the good way; now was weaned from being

gossipy and fussily busy in life, in order to learn wisdom
in silence; now learned not to fear hobgoblins and human
inventions, but rather the responsibility of death; now
learned not to fear them who merely kill the body, but to

fear for himself and for having his life in vanity, in the

moment in illusion.

We praise such a man for having gloriously utilized the

opportunity afforded him, but if he sometimes took a

holiday from the glorious task, to find pleasure in the

thought that he was better than the simple man who nei-

ther had so much time nor such gifts; more acceptable to

God, as if God did wrong in denying to the one time and
talents and the gift of fortune, and then, as men are some-

times cruel in thoughtlessness, making the lack of these

a fault. Alas, what a difference between his rare holiday

and that of the simple man, when he forfeits everything.
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and the simple man gains everything! Nay, all compari-

son is merely a jest, and a vain comparison a sorry jest.

Even if our favored individual had plenty of time, ear-

nestness and death would nevertheless teach him that he

had no time to waste, much less any time to forfeit every-

thing. If anyone, on the contrary, had quickly disposed

of the thought of death, as of all other thoughts, and was

perhaps concerned lest in this poor and monotonous life

there should not be enough for such a rapid thinker to

think about, then we are agreed, my hearer, that the pecu-

liarity of every subject when it becomes the object of

religious contemplation is this, that the plain man is

quickly assisted to a profitable understanding, and that

the most gifted man gladly uses an entire lifetime, even

if he admits that he has not entirely understood it, or

quite perfectly made application of the thought in his

life. For whoever is without God in the world soon be-

comes tired of himself, and expresses this loftily by being

bored with life; but he who has fellowship with God
lives with One whose presence gives even the most insig-

nificant an infinite significance.

Of the decisiveness of death it must first be said that

it is decisive. The repetition of the word is significant,

the repetition itself reminds us of how chary of words
death is. There are many other decisions in life, but only

one is decisive in the manner of death. For all the ener-

gies of life cannot check the course of time. It carries

them along with it, and even memory is in the present.

And the living individual does not have it in his power
to bring about a pause, to find repose outside time in a

perfect finality—in a finality of happiness as if there were
no tomorrow, in a finality of grief as if it could not be-

come a drop more bitter, in a finality of contemplation
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as if the meaning were quite complete and the contempla-

tion again not a part of the meaning, in a finality of ac-

counting as if the accounting itself did not have its own
responsibility. Death, on the other hand, has this power;

it does not dabble at it, as if something still remained; it

does not pursue the decision as does the living; it makes
earnest of it. When death comes, it makes pronounce-

ment, “Thus far, not one step farther.” Then it is fin-

ished, and not a letter may be added; the meaning is com-

plete, not another sound is to be heard— it is over. If it is

impossible to combine all the pronouncements about life

made by the innumerable hosts of the living, the dead all

unite in a single pronouncement, in one single word to

the living— “Stand still!” If it is impossible to unite all

the pronouncements of the innumerable hosts of the

living about their striving in life, all the dead unite in

saying one single thing, “Now it is over.”

Lo, this is what death can do. Nor is death an inexpe-

rienced youth, who has not yet learned to use his scythe,

so that someone might be able to disconcert him. Have
any conception you like about your life, its importance
to everyone, its importance to yourself: death has no con-

ception and gives attention to none. Oh, if anyone has a

right to be weary of repetition, then surely death who
has seen everything, and again and again the same. Even
the death infrequent in a century he has seen many times.

But no one has ever seen death change color, seen him
shaken by the experience, seen the scythe tremble in his

hand, seen even the suspicion of a change of mien in his

calm visage. Nor has death become an old man who, weak-

ened by age, falters hesitantly, who does not know pre-

cisely what time it is, or who has become compassionate

through weakness. Oh, if anyone may boast of remaining
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unchanged, then surely death; he becomes neither paler

nor older.

And yet it is not the purpose of the address to eulogize

death, nor does it propose merely to engage the imagina-

tion. That death can put an end to things is certain; but

the challenge of earnestness to the living is to think this,

to think that it is over, that there will come a time when
it is past. This is difficult; for even in the moment of

death it seems to the dying that he might have some time

yet to live, and we fear even to say to him that it is over.

And now the living, so long as he lives, perhaps in health,

in youth, in good fortune, in power and thus secure, aye,

very secure, unless he is willing to lock himself in with

the thought of death, which explains to him that this

security is an illusion. There is a comfort in life, a false

flatterer, there is a guarantee in life, a hypocritical de-

ceiver. He IS named procrastination. But he is hardly ever

called by his right name, for even when one names him
he contrives to insinuate himself into the word, and the

name becomes less severe, and the milder name is also a

procrastination. But there is no one who can so teach one

to abhor the flatterer and to see through the deceiver as

the earnest thought of death. For death and procrastina-

tion do not agree, they are mortal enemies; but the ear-

nest man knows that death is the stronger.

It is over And if it were a child with a claim to a long

life, if it wept for itself—now it is over, not a moment is

conceded. If it were a youth with his beautiful hopes, il

he begged for himself but a single one of them—now it is

over, not a penny is paid him on his claims to life. If a

little were lacking in an author’s praiseworthy work, and

if this work were a miracle of achievement, and if all

mankind would misunderstand it because the conclusion
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was lacking—now it is over, the work not entirely fin-

ished. If there were a single word which had been for him
the significance of his life, and if he would g^ve an entire

life to dare to say it—now it is over, the word was not

uttered.

In the decision of death it is thus over, there is rest;

nothing, nothing disturbs the dead; if this little word, if

that lacking moment, made the death struggle restless,

now the dead man is not disturbed. If the suppression of

the little word confused the life of many living, if the

mysterious work again and again engaged the attention

of the inquiring scholar, the dead man is not disturbed.

The decisiveness of death is thus like a night, the night

which comes when no man can work. And death has also

been called a night, and the conception of it made milder

by calling it a sleep. And it is supposed to be alleviating

for the living, when sleepless he vainly seeks rest upon
his bed, when fleeing from himself he vainly seeks a hid-

ing-place where consciousness may not discover him,

when suffering and weary in body and soul he vainly

seeks a position in which there is alleviation of his pain,

when he cannot stand still for the restlessness of his pain,

and cannot walk for faintness, until he sinks down, and
then, with new exertion, vainly seeks a restful position,

vainly seeks coolness in this heat: then it is supposed to

be soothing to think that there is at least one position in

which the struggling body finds repose— it is death’s;

one sleep which does not flee the sleeper, the sleep of

death; one cool place, the grave; one hiding-place where

consciousness is left outside, the grave, where even mem-
ory itself remains outside like a light breeze through the

trees; one blanket that the quiet sleeper does not throw

off, and under which he sleeps calmly, the greensward!
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It is supposed to be soothing, when one has already be-

come weary in youth and sadness starts to nurse the child,

then to consider that in the bosom o£ mother earth there

is a warm and cozy resting place. It is supposed to be
soothing thus to consider this consolation, and to think
it in such a manner that the Eternal at last becomes the

unfortunate individual who, like a nurse, may not sleep

while all the rest of us fall asleep!

But, my hearer, this is a mood, and to think death in

this manner is not to think it earnestly. It is the flight

from life of a melancholy temperament thus to long for

death, and it is rebellion to propose in this manner not
to fear death; it is the deceptiveness of sadness to refuse

to understand that there are other things to fear than

life, and that there must therefore be some wisdom that

comforts, other than the sleep of death. Verily, if it is

weak to fear death, then it is also an affectation of cour-

age which imagines that it does not fear death when the

same individual fears life; it is effeminate sluggishness

which seeks a bed, effeminately seeking consolation in

sleep, effeminately seeking to sleep one’s self away from
suffering.

Death is indeed a sleep, and we shall say of everyone
who rests in death that he sleeps; we shall say of the dead
that a silent night overshadows them, and that nothing
disturbs their peace. But is there no difference between
life and death; must not the living individual who thinks
his own death conceive it otherwise? If it were yourself,

and you the living individual who saw it! He who sleeps

in death does not show flushed cheeks as the child does

in sleep; he does not gather new strength like the man
who is refreshed; the dream does not pay him its friendly

visit, as it visits the aged in his sleep! When in life you
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see a case resembling death, what do you do? You cry out

to the person in a ^int because you shudder to see this

condition where the state of death belongs to one living.

Is it then so comforting that the reason you do not cry

out to the dead is because it cannot help? But you are

indeed not dead, and if melancholy tries to strengthen

you by means of a swoon, and if sadness proposes to let

you faint in a deathlike languor which finds its only con-

solation in the sleep of death, then cry out, call upon
yourself, do for yourself what you would do for anyone

else, and do not seek a deceptive comfort in wishing that

it was all overt Have whatever conception you please,

true or imaginary, of the remarkable character of your

sufferings. If anyone has a right to be weary of the repeti-

tion of the cry of complaint, then surely death; even one

so unfortunate that his sufferings stand out through the

centuries, even his cry death has heard many times, but

no one, no one has even hinted that it moved death to

come faster! And if your cry could move him— is it really

your intention, or is it not rather that the contradiction,

that he does not come because you call him, streng^thens

the defiant self-assurance; is it not the contradiction that

helps the fearful play the brave game with the terrible

figure of death— if then your cry and your longing moved
him, would you not have deceived yourself, even if for

a moment we forget the responsibility which always re-

mains? What was it that soothed you? Was it the fact that

it was over, or was not the conception, as this still re-

mained in the power of your melancholy or your sadness,

and thus also in the power of the living—a diversion, a

plaything! He who sleeps in death does not move, and

even if the casket did not fit so strait about him, still

he does not move; he returns to dust. And the thought
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that it is over, which in the imaginary anticipation of the

conception refreshed in melancholy and defiant impo-

tence, or triflingly soothed in sadness, this conception is

not there with him. He has therefore no joy from the

fact that it is over; why then did he wish it so much?
How great the contradiction* Say then, if you can, that

it is so comforting to be the prey of corruption in the

ground. But if you know something about death, then

you also know how to fear something other than life.

Earnestness understands indeed the same thing about

death, but understands it otherwise. It understands that

it is over. That this may be expressed in a milder man-
ner by saying that death is a night, a sleep, interests it less.

Earnestness does not waste much time in guessing rid-

dles, it does not sit sunk in contemplation, it does not

seek paraphrases for the expression, it does not consider

the ingenuity of the metaphors, it does not discuss It acts

If it is certain that death exists, as it is; if it is certain that

all is over in its finality, if it is certain that death itself

never pretends to offer any explanation, well, then, the

task remains of reaching an understanding with oneself,

and the earnest understanding is that if death is a night,

then life is a day, and if it is not possible to labor in the

night, then it is possible to work while it is day; and the

brief but stimulating cry^of earnestness is like death’s

brief cry: yet today. For'when conceived in earnestness

death gives energy to live as nothing else does; it makes
a man awake and watchful as nothing else does. Death

makes the sensuous man say, “Let us eat and drink, for

tomorrow we die.” But this is the cowardly joy of the life

of sensuality, this despicable order of things where one

lives in order to eat and drink, instead of eating and

prinking in order to live. Upon the more profound man
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the conception of death may perhaps produce a sense of

impotence, so that he sinks down relaxed in mood; but

to the earnest man the thought of death gives the right

impetus to life, and the right goal toward which he di-

rects his speed^nd no bowstring can be drawn so tight,

and can so speed the arrow, as the thought of death can

hasten the living forward when earnestness tenses the

bow. Then earnestness lays hold of the present yet today,

contemns no task as too humble, rejects no time as too

short, labors with the utmost exertion, though it is will-

ing to smile at itself if this exertion were to be reckoned

a merit before God, and it is willing in its impotence to

understand that a human being is absolutely nothing,

and that he who labors with all his might, merely finds

a better opportunity to wonder over God. Time is also a

good. If a human being had the power to create a scarcity

in the material world, he would indeed find much to do;

for the merchant says rightly enough that though each

article has its price, this price depends so much on favor-

able circumstances, and when there is a time of scarcity,

the merchant earns larger profits. In the material world

a human being is perhaps unable to produce this effect,

but in the world of the spirit everyone can do it. Death
itself produces scarcity of time for the dying; who has not

heard how a single day, sometimes an hour, attained

infinite value because death made time dear? This, death

can do, but the earnest man is able by means of the

thought of death, to produce a period of scarcity, so that

the year and the day become infinitely valuable. And
when time is scarce the merchant profits by making use

of time. But when the public security is jeopardized, the

merchant does not accumulate his profits indifferently,

but he keeps watch over his treasure lest thieves br^ak in
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and take it from him. And death is also like a thief in the

night.

Is it not true, my hearer, and have you not experienced

this yourself? And when the thought of death visited you,

but made you inactive; when it wormed itself into your

mind and beguiled the life-energy within you with senti-

mental dreams; when the despondency of death made
your life vanity; when that seducer sadness skulked about

you; when the conception that everything was over wished

to stupefy you in the sleep of melancholy; when you lost

yourself in preoccupation with the images of death; then

you did not blame death for this, for all this was not death.

But you said to yourself, “My soul is in the power of

mood, and if it continues too long, there is in it an enmity

to myself, which may acquire the ruling power.” You did

not flee death as if such flight were the remedy. Far from

it. You said, “I will evoke the earnest thought of death.”

And it helped you. For the earnestness of death has

helped to make a last hour infinitely significant, its ear-

nest thought has helped to make a long life significant as

in a time of scarcity, secure as if from the attack of thieves.

Let death then keep its power, “that it is over”; but let

life also keep the right to labor while it is day; and let

the earnest man seek the thought of death as an assistance

to this end. The fickle-minded man is merely a witness

to the constant border warfare between life and death,

his life is merely doubt’s reflection of the relationship,

the outcome of his life is a delusion; but the serious man
has entered into a treaty of friendship with the opposing

forces, and his life has in death’s earnest thought the most

faithful of allies. If there is, then, one likeness for the

dead, that it is over, there is nevertheless one difference,

my hearer. A difference that cries aloud to heaven, the
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diflEerence in what kind of life it was, which now with

death is over. And so it is not over, and in spite of all the

terrors of death, supported by the earnest thought of

death, the earnest man may say, “It is not over.” But if

this bright prospect tempts him, if he merely catches a

glimmering of it in the faint light of contemplation, if it

takes him away from the task, if time does not become
precious as in a pei'iod of scarcity, if his possessions are

secure, then again he is not in earnest. If death says, “Per-

haps yet today,” then earnestness says, “Whether per-

haps it be today or not, I still say, ‘Yet today.’
”

Of the finality of death it must next be said that it is

indeterminable. Herein nothing has been said, but so it

must be when we speak in riddles. It is indeed true that

death makes all equal, but if this equality is in nothing,

in annihilation, then the equality itself is indetermin-

able. If anything more were to be said about this equality,

this can only be done by naming the differences of life,

and denying them in the equality of death. Here in the

grave, the child and one who transformed a world are

equally inactive, here the rich man is as poor as the poor
man; poverty does not beg; the rich man has nothing to

give, the most contented and the most insatiable in desire

need equally little; here the voice of the conqueror is not

heard, nor the cry of the oppressed; here the arrogant and
the injured become equally powerless; here they lie side

by side and tolerate one another, they whom enmity had
separated in the world; here lies the beautiful, and here

lies the wretched, but beauty no longer sets a bar between

them; here they both lie, he who searched for death as for

a secret treasure, and he who had forgotten that there

was such a thing as death, but the difference cannot be

discerned.
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Thus the finality of death is through its equality like

an empty space, and as a silence in which no sound is

heard, or softened as a silence which nothing disturbs.

And in this silent kingdom, death is the ruler. Although

only one against all the living, he is nevertheless mighty

to bring them under subjection to himself, and to enforce

silence upon them. Whatever idea you may have about
your life, aye, even of its significance for the eternal, you
cannot talk yourself out of the clutches of death, you can-

not make the transition to the eternal in a rush of words
and with a single breath; they have all been silenced. And
even if the generations were to unite noisily in common
enterprises, and if the individual forgot himself and
found himself secure in the shelter of the multitude,

death takes each one separately, and he becomes silent.

Have whatever conception you wish about the distinc-

tions of the living, death makes him the equal of him
who was indistinguishable by his difference. Fornhe mir-

ror of life sometimes reflects back to the vain man his

difference with a flattering faithfulness, but the mirror
of death does not flatter; its faithfulness shows all as equal,

and they all resemble one another, when death with his

mirror has verified that the dead man is silent./

Thus the finality of death is indeterminate through its

equality, for the equality is in annihilation. And to think
about this is supposed to be assuaging for the living.

When the spirit, weary of the differences which persist

and persist and have no end, proudly withdraws into it-

self, and gathers wrath in defiance of its impotence, be-

cause it cannot check the vitality of the differences: then
it is supposed to be alleviating to consider that death has
this power, then this conception is supposed to kindle the

enthusiasm of annihilation into a glow in which there is
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supposed to be a heightened life.—When a wretched being

sits and sighs in his corner because life wronged him

like a stepmother, when disfigured and deformed he

scarcely dares to show himself because even the best of

men involuntarily smile at his agonizing and yet ridicu-

lous misery, when thus excluded in an isolated retreat, he

cannot love because no one cares for a match with him,

which he vainly seeks like others: then it is supposed to

be an alleviation, like the coolness of snow on the fire of

his secret resentment, to consider that death makes all

equal.—When he whose right has been violated writhes

under the wrong of the mighty, and his hate in its impo-

tence despairs of its revenge: then it is supposed to be a

welcome consolation which almost revives the joy of life,

to recall that death makes all equal.—When the voluptu-

ary sits inactive and indulges in wishful thinking about
himself, but only sees others strive and attain greatness,

when thus the passion of impatience oppresses the breath-

ing of the voluptuary: then it is supposed to be alleviat-

ing, to give air, to consider that death cancels everything

and makes all equal.—When the loser understood indeed
that the strife was over and that he was the weaker, but
at the same time understands that it is not over, that his

defeat gave to the victor the impetus of fortune, so that

his suffering in the aftermath of his defeat is everyday,

but more and more remote, the information of the other’s

rise to new heights in the distance: then it is supposed

to be soothing to consider that death will overtake him
and reduce the difference between them to nothing.—

When illness becomes the daily guest, and time passes, the

time of happiness, when even the nearest of kin become
weary of the sufferer, and many an impatient word in-

flicts its wound, when the sufferer himself feels that his
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mere presence is disturbing to pleasure, so that he must

sit apart from the dancing: then it is supposed to be alle-

viating to consider that death invites him also to the

dance, and in that dance all are equal.

But, my hearer, these are moods; and it is really cow-

ardice which reveals itself in them, which by deceptive

speech in poetic dress deems itself better, though it is in

essence equally wretched. For even if the simple is per-

haps unable to understand this sort of mood, is this dis-

tinction in and for itself a decisive value, is it not de-

cisive merely in making it more responsible? It is the

cowardly inclination of melancholy to wish itself into

giddy emptiness, and thereby find in this giddiness its

last diversion; it is envy in rebellion against God to risk

harm to one’s soul, wounded by the differences of life; it

is a self-accusation to hate in impotence, betraying that

one merely lacks the power,^nce one makes so terrible

a misuse of one’s impotencent is a despicable short-cut to

an unjustified complaint against life merely to wj^h, and
then to complain, because one did not become what one
wished, and never became good for anything else than

wishing, and finally became wretched enough to wish
everything away;^t is the persistent self-torture of the

defeated to refuse to recognize anything higher than the

strife between you and me, and the final destruction of

us both; it is a still more terrible disease to refuse to un-
derstand what healer it is that the sick man needs. Verily

if it is cowardice and voluptuous effeminacy not even in

thought to dare renounce the differential privilege, and
to lose one’s life in it, then it is also a pretended courage

which would experiment with the idea of death’s equal-

ity, when the same man sighs and gasps for breath under
the differences of life.
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And if it were really someone’s intent—would it not

be the contradiction that he is still living, which gives the

presumptuous venture its allure?—To seek in this manner

a consolation in the equality of death, would his concep-

tion of death hold good in death, that is, when the busi-

ness of thought no longer gave pleasure to the passions?

The dead man has forgotten the difference; and even if

through life he had proposed to remember it, in order to

have the joy of seeing it taken away from another in

death, this thought is not with him, even if for a moment
we forget the responsibility that remains. This is the

falsehood and the deception in the presumptuous defi-

ance that seeks to conspire with death against life. It is

forgotten that death is the strongest; it is forgotten that

it IS without partiality, that it makes covenant with none,

to let him in death obtain scope and liberty to enjoy the

pleasure of annihilation. Only when the conception of

the living fantastically wanders about in the silent king-

dom of the dead, theatrically itself plays the role of death,

and vanishes itself in death; only when the conception of

the living plays death and imitates his function, calls the

envied one before him, divests him of all his glory and
rejoices in his impotence, only when the conception jour-

neys out to the graves, presumptuously digs its spade into

the ground, violates the peace of the dead with its defiant

passion, rejoices to see that the remains of one wholly

resemble the remains of another—only then is there alle-

viation.

But all such things are not earnestness; and however
dark its nature, and however gloomy the amusement,

still it is not earnestness. For earnestness does not present

a scowling face, but is reconciled to life, and knows how
to fear death.
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Earneslness understands the same thing about death,

but understands it otherwise. It understands that death

makes all equal; and this is something that it has already

understood because its earnestness has taught it to seek

equality before God, in which all may be equal. And in

this effort the earnest man discovers a difference, namely,

his own distance from the goal that is set before him, and
discovers that farthest from the goal would be a condi-

tion like the equality of death. But every time the earthly

difference would tempt him, would delay him, the earnest

thought of death and its equality is interposed, and again

impels him forward. Just as no evil spirit dares to name
the holy name, so every good spirit shudders at the empty
space, the equality of annihilation, and this trembling,

which in the life of nature is productive, is quickening in

the life of the spirit. Oh, how often did not the equality

of annihilation teach a man when death came to him, to

wish even the difference heaviest to bear back again, to

find the condition of his life desirable, now that the con-

dition of death was the only one offered him! And in this

manner the earnest thought of death has taught the living

to interpenetrate even the heaviest difference with the

thought of equality before God. And no comparison has

so impulsive a power, nor gives the hastening individual

so surely the right direction, as when the living man com-
pares himself with the equality of death. And if, of all

comparisons, that is the most vain when a man contemns

every other comparison in order to compare himself with

himself in self-complacency, aye, if no vain woman ever

stood so vainly surrounded by admiration as when she

stood alone before her mirror: oh, then there is no com-

parison so earnest as his, who, alone, compares himself

with the equality of deathi Alone; for this is also a conse-
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quence of the equality of death, when the grave is closed,

when the gate is locked upon the cemetery, when the

night falls and he lies alone, far from all sympathy, un-

recognizable, in a form which can only arouse a shudder,

alone out there where the multitude of the dead creates

no society. Death has indeed been able to overthrow

thrones and principalities, but the earnest thought of

death has been able to accomplish what is quite as great,

has helped the earnest man to subject the most privileged

difference under the humble equality before God, and
has helped him to raise himself above the heaviest dif-

ference in humble equality before God.

Is it not true, my hearer, and have you not yourself

experienced it thus? And when your soul went astray in

the enjoyment of privilege, and when you could hardly

recognize yourself because of the magnificence, then the

earnest thought of death made you unrecognizable in an-

other manner, and you learned to know yourself, and to

will to be known of God. Or if your soul sighed under the

difficult yoke of sufferings and frustrations, of injuries,

of a melancholy mind, alas, and it seemed to you that the

restrictions would last as long as life, then, when the

tempter also came to your house (you know him, the

tempter whom a man has in his own inner self, who frau-

dulently transmits greetings from others) , and when he
first portrayed to you the happiness of others until you
became despondent, and then he proposed to give you
reparation; then you did not yield yourself to the mood.
You said, “It is a rebellion against God, enmity against

myself”; and then you said, “I will evoke the earnest

thought of death.” And it helped you to overcome the

difference, to find equality before God, to will to express

the difference. For the equality of death is terrible be-
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cause nothing can withstand it (how comfortless!) ; but

the equality before God is blessed because nothing can

prevent it if the man himself does not will it. And is the

difference in life so very great! For take the happy man,

let him rejoice in his good fortune; when you, the unfor-

tunate, were made glad again in his happiness, then are

you not both glad? Take the distinguished man, let him
rejoice in his distinction: when you, the injured, have

forgotten the injury, and now see the merits he displays,

was the difference so great? Take the young man, let him
hasten forward with the trustworthiness of hope, when
you, though disappointed m life, perhaps even secretly

gave Kim support, was the difference then so great? Oh,
fortune and honor and wealth and beauty and power,

these are the things which constitute the differences; but

if the only difference is that the happiness and honor and
wealth and beauty and power of the one is a garden-plant,

that of the other a blossom on a grave, cultivated in the

consecrated soil of self-denial, is the difference so great?

They are both happy and honored and rich and beautiful

and powerful. Ah, no, in that case one needs no repara-

tion, least of all one which falsely keeps silent about the

fact that one becomes nothing. However hard the differ-

ence, the earnest thought of the equality of death, like a

strict upbringing, helped you to renounce all worldly

comparison, to understand annihilation as still more fear-

ful, and to will to seek the equality before God.

The equality of death was not permitted to enchant

you with its magic; nor is there time for this For as the

finality of death is indeterminate in its equality, it is

equally indeterminate in its inequality. Who has not

often heard that death makes no distinction, that it knows
no class and no age; who has not himself considered, when
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he thought over the very dissimilar conditions of the liv-

ing, and proposed to think of death in relation to these,

that the conclusion was reached that it could just as well

seek its prey here as there, just as well, because it regards

nothing, while all differences consist in having regard

for something. Thus is death indeterminate in its dissim-

ilarity. It almost forestalls life, and the child is born dead;

it lets the aged wait from year to year; when one says

peace and safety, it stands over one, and it is sometimes

sought in vain in the perils of life, while it finds him who
hides himself in a corner; when the barns are full, and
there is provision enough for a long life, then death comes
and demands the rich man’s soul, and when there is want,

death remains away; when the hungry man in anxious

care wonders what he shall have to eat tomorrow, death

comes and takes the cares of life away from him, and
when the voluptuous man, overgorged, worries over what

he shall eat on the morrow, death comes in judgment and

makes his worry superfluous.

In this way death is indeterminate: the one thing cer-

tain, and the only thing about which nothing is certain.

This conception allures the thought out into the changes

of the indeterminate in order to experiment with this

strange shudder as if it were a game, to guess this strange

riddle, to give oneself up to the inexplicable vanishing

and the equally inexplicable appearance of the sudden.

It is supposed to be soothing to think about this chance,

this even and odd, this hint of a law in the lawless, which
is and which is not, is in relation to all the living, and
which is indeterminable in its every relation. When the

soul wearies of necessity and law, of the determinate and

of the scanty measure of the determinate task, and of the

consciousness that more and more is being neglected;
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when the energy of the will has been dissipated, and the

exhausted one becomes like rotten wood; when curiosity,

weary of life, seeks a more manifold task for its curiosity:

then it might be entertaining to consider the indetermin-

ateness of death, and soothing thus to become familiar

with the thought. Now one wonders over one case of

death, now over another, now one talks oneself giddy by

speaking in general terms of what escapes the general de-

termination, now one is in one mood, now in another,

now sad, now dauntless, now mocking, now connecting

death with the happiest moment as the greatest happi-

ness, now as the gjreatest unhappiness, now wishing a sud-

den death, now a slow one, now disputing over which
death is the more desirable, now one becomes tired of the

whole reflection, and forgets death until the wheel of

deliberation is again set in motion and shakes the items

of deliberation together into new combinations for new
wonder—ah, alas, until the thought of one’s own death

evaporates in a mist before the eyes, and the reminder of

one’s own death becomes an indeterminate murmur in

the ear. This is the alleviation of the familiar in the con-

templation of the blunted mind, namely, that it is so

once for all, in the uplifting impersonal forgetfulness

which forgets itself over the whole, or rather forgets itself

in thoughtlessness, by which one’s own death becomes

one more curious incident among these manifold incal-

culable incidents, and the superannuation a preparation

to make one’s own passing in death easy.

But even if such a life, by considering all the strange-

ness of death, underwent all possible moods, is the con-

templation thereof earnest? Does the multiplicity of mood
always end in earnestness? Should not the beginning of

earnestness rather prevent this prolixity, in which the
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contemplative spirit neglects life and becomes as one who
is addicted to gambling when he ponders and ponders,

and dreams about numbers by night, instead of working

by day? Whoever considers death in this manner is in a

condition of stupor with respect to his spiritual life; he

enervates his consciousness so that it cannot endure the

earnest impression of the inexplicable, so that he cannot

in earnestness yield himself to the impression and then

also master the mysterious.

Death is indeed strange, but only earnestness can de-

termine it. Whence comes this confusion of thoughtless-

ness, if not from the fact that the thought of the individ-

ual ventures contemplatively out in life, would view the

whole of existence, this play of forces which only God in

heaven can calmly consider, because *in His providence

He controls it with His wise and omnipresent purpose,

but which enfeebles a man's spirit and makes him weak,

causes him unnecessary sorrow, and strengthens him with

regrettable consolation. Unnecessary sorrow, namely, in

mood, because he concerns himself with so much, regret-

table consolation, namely, in a relaxed dullness, when
his contemplation has so many ways in and out that at

last it loses its way. And when death comes, it deceives

the contemplative mind, since all his contemplation did

not bring the explanation one step nearer, but only cheat-

ed him out of his life.

Earnestness understands the same thing about death,

that it is indeterminate by virtue of its unlikeness, that

no age and no circumstances and no situation in life is

secure against it, but then it understands it otherwise,

and it understands itself. Behold, the axe is already laid

at the root of the tree, every tree that does not bear good
fruit shall be cut down—nay, every tree shall be cut down,
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including the tree that bears good fruit. The certainty is

that the axe is laid at the root of the tree; even if you did

not notice that death walks over your grave and that the

axe moves, the uncertainty is there in every moment, the

uncertainty when the blow will fall—and the tree. But
when it has fallen, then it is already decided whether it

bore good fruit or rotten fruit.

The earnest man considers himself; it he is young, the

thought of death teaches him that it is a young man who
here becomes its prey, if it comes today, but he does not
indulge in silly generalities about youth as the prey of

death. The earnest man considers himself, and he knows
therefore the condition of that one who would here be-

come the prey of death, if it came today; he considers

his own activity, and therefore knows what kind of work
would be broken off, if death came today. Thus the game
ceases, thus the riddle is solved. The general contempla-

tion of death only confuses the thought, as experiences in

general always do. The certainty of death is the earnest-

ness, Its uncertainty is the instruction, the training in ear-

nestness; the earnest man is that one who by means of the

uncertainty is schooled in earnestness by virtue of the cer-

tainty. For how does a man learn earnestness^ Does he
perhaps learn it by having a wise man dictate something
to him for him to learn? By no means If you have not
yourself thus learned from an earnest man, then imagine
how it goes The learner concerns himself (for without
concern, no learner) about one or another subject with
his whole soul, and in this way the certainty of death is

indeed a subject for concern Now the deeply concerned
individual appeals to the teacher of earnestness; and this

is what death is, not a scarecrow, except in the imagina-

tion. The learner desires this or that, he proposes to do it
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SO and so, and under these presuppositions he says, “Then

I shall succeed, shall I not?” But the earnest man does not

reply, and finally with the calm of earnestness, yet with-

out mockery, he says, “Aye, it is possible.” Now the learn-

er becomes a little impatient; he outlines a new plan,

changes the presuppositions, and concludes in a still more

pressing manner. But the earnest man is silent, looks

calmly at him, and says finally, “Aye, it is possible.” Now
the learner becomes passionate, resorts to prayers, or, if he

is so equipped, to ingenious arguments, aye, perhaps he

even insults the earnest man and becomes himself quite

bewildered, and everything seems confusion about him;

but when with these weapons and in this condition, he

stormily intrudes upon the earnest man, he is compelled

to endure his calm and unchanged look, and to recover

himself in silence, for the earnest man only looks at him
and says finally, “Aye, it is possible.” So it is with death.

Certainty is the unchangeable, and uncertainty is that

brief word: “It is possible”, and every condition which

would make the certainty of death a conditioned certainty

for the wishful individual, every agreement which would
make the certainty of death a conditioned certainty for

the resolved individual, every arrangement which would
condition the certainty of death as to the time and hour
for the acting individual, every condition, every agree-

ment, every arrangement is stranded upon this word; and
all passion and all ingenuity and all defiance becomes im-

potent before this word, until the learner goes back into

himself. But precisely herein lies the earnestness, and it

was for that purpose that certainty and uncertainty would
help the learner. If the certainty is permitted to stand for

what it may be, a general superscription over life, not, as

may happen with the help of uncertainty, as the endorse-
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ment of application upon the particular and daily event,

then earnestness is not learned. The uncertainty ap-

proaches and points steadily like a teacher to the subject

of instruction, and says to the learner, “Take note of the

certainty.” Then earnestness comes into being. And no

teacher can so effectively compel attention to the subject

of instruction as the uncertainty of death when it points

to the certainty of death; and no teacher can so keep the

thoughts of the pupil concentrated upon the one subject

of instruction as the thought of the uncertainty of death

when it trains the thought to the certainty of death.

The certainty of death determines the learner once for

all in earnestness, but its uncertainty is the daily, or at

least the frequent, or at any rate the needful inspection

which watches over earnestness: then first do we have

earnestness. And no supervision is so painstaking, neither

the father’s over the child, the teacher’s over the pupil,

nor even the prison guard’s over the prisoner; and there

is no supervision so ennobling as the uncertainty of death

when it tests the use of time and the character of the deed,

that of the resolving individual or of the acting individ-

ual, that of the youth or that of the man of advanced age,

that of the man or of the woman. For with respect to the

good use of time, it is not, in relation to the interruption

of death, essential whether the time was long or short; and
with respect to an essential activity, in relation to the

interruption of death, it is not essential whether it was

finished or only begun. In relation to the accidental, the

length of time is decisive, as for example, fortune: it is

the end which determines whether one has been fortu-

nate. In relation to all accidental outward activities it is

essential that the work be finished. But an essential activ-

ity is not determined essentially by time and the external
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result, in so far as it is death that brings the interruption.

And so earnestness comes to consist in living each day as

if it were the last, and at the same time the first in a long

life; and in choosing an activity which is not dependent

upon whether a whole generation is granted to complete

it well, or only a brief time to have begun it well.

Finally it must be said about the decisiveness of death,

that it is inexplicable. If men perhaps find an explana-

tion: death itself explains nothing. For if you could get

your eye upon him, the pale, joyless harvester, leaning

upon his scythe, and if you were to approach him, wheth-

er in the hope that your weariness of life might win his

favor, or your burning longing for the eternal move him,

if you were to lay your hand on his shoulder and say, “Ex-

plain yourself, if only by a single word,” do you believe

he would answer? I think he would not even notice that

your hand was on his shoulder, and that you spoke to him.

Or if death came, ah, so opportunely, ah, as the greatest

of benefactors, as a savior, if it came and saved a man
from making himself guilty of the sin that is never re-

pented in life because it puts an end to life—if now this

unhappy person were to offer his thanks to death for

bringing him what he sought and saving him from be-

coming guilty, do you think that death would understand

him? I think he would not hear a word of what he said;

for he explains nothing. If he comes as the greatest bene-

faction or as the greatest misfortune, if he is greeted with

acclaim or with desperate opposition, all that death knows
nothing about, for it is inexplicable. He is the transition;

about the relationship he knows nothing, absolutely noth-

ing.

Now this inexplicability might seem to need an expla-

nation. But therein is the earnestness, that the explana-
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tion does not explain death, but reveals the inmost being

of him who offers the explanation. Oh, what a serious

reminder about deliberation in speech! Even though one

must smile when one sees thoughtlessness using his hand

to support the brooding head which must get to the bot-

tom of the explanation, and though one must smile again

when this thinker comes out with his explanation; or

when, as if in answer to a public summons, even the most

frivolous of thinkers is ready with a notion in passing, a

remark that is supposed to be an explanation, making use

of the rare opportunity, that death is for all an inexplic-

able riddle: alas, the earnest judgment about such a pro-

cedure is that the author of the explanation accuses him-

self, betrays how thoughtless and worthless his life is.

For this reason a reserve concerning the explanation is

in itself a sign of some earnestness, understanding that

precisely because death is nothing, it is not like some re-

markable inscription that every passerby must try to read,

or like a curiosity which everyone must have seen, and
about which everyone must have an opinion. The deci-

sive feature of the explanation, that which prevents

death’s nothingness from making the explanation a mere
nothing, is that it requires retroactive power and reality

in the life of the living, so that death becomes a teacher

for him, and not one who treasonably assists him to a self-

appraisement which makes the explainer out as a fool.

As inexplicable, death might seem to be all and abso-

lutely nothing, and the explanation might seem to con-

sist in saying this in a single statement. Such an explana-

tion reveals a life which, contented with the present,

guards itself against the influence of death by means of a

mood which holds death fast in the equilibrium of the

indecisive. Death does not get power to disturb such a
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life, but does have influence, although not retroactive

power, to transform the life. This explanation does not

oscillate between a variety of moods, but death is each

moment transported out of life in that equilibrium of the

indecisive, which removes it to a distance. And it was the

highest pitch of courage in paganism, when the wise man
(whose earnestness was precisely indicated by his refusal

to offer an explanation hastily) was able to live so with

the thought of death: overcoming this thought each mo-
ment in his life by means of the indecisiveness involved in

it. The earthly life is thus lived out, the wise man knows
that death is there, he does not live in thoughtless forget-

fulness of its existence, he meets with it in thought, he

makes it impotent in indeterminateness, and this is his

victory over death; but death is not permitted to inter-

penetrate the life so as to transform it.

As the inexplicable, death might seem to be the highest

happiness. Such an explanation betrays a life of childish-

ness, and the explanation is, as is the final fruit of child-

ishness-superstition. The author of this explanation had
the conception of childhood and youth about the pleasant

and the unpleasant, and life went on; he saw himself de-

ceived, became older in years but not in mind; he laid

hold of nothing eternal' then the childishness in him con-

centrated itself into an overstrained conception of death

as something that would come and bring everything to

fulfillment. Death now became the sought-for friend, the

beloved, the rich benefactor who had everything to grant

that the childish one had vainly sought to have fulfilled

in life. Sometimes this happiness is mentioned frivolously

and rashly, sometimes sadly, sometimes the explainer

even noisily brings his explanation to market, and pro-

poses to help others; but the explanation only reveals how
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the explainer is in his inner life, that he did not sense

the retroactivity of earnestness, but childishly hastened

forward, childishly pinned his hopes on death, just as he

had childishly pinned his hopes on life.

As the inexplicable, death might seem to be the great-

est misfortune. But this explanation indicates that the

explainer clings to life like a coward, perhaps clings in

cowardly fashion to its privileges, perhaps to its suffering,

so that he fears life, but fears death still more. Death does

not obtain retroactive power, that is, not by virtue of its

interpretation, for otherwise it would doubtless work to

make for the one the favors of fortune joyless, for the

other, the earthly suffering hopeless.

The explanation has also used other interpretative

names, it has called death a transition, a transformation,

a suffering, a struggle, the last struggle, a punishment, the

wages of sin. Each of these explanations contains an entire

view of life. Oh, how serious the challenge to the inter-

preter! It is easy to say all these things by rote, it is easy

to explain death when it costs no effort and requires no
understanding of what it is all about, namely, that the

explanation should find retroactive power in life. Why
should anyone wish to transform death into a mockery
over himself? For death does not need the explanation,

and it certainly has never asked a thinker to help it get

one. But the living needs an explanation, and why? In

order to live in accordance with it.

If anyone thinks that death is a transformation, this

may be quite true, but suppose now that the uncertainty

of death, which goes about like a teacher, and every mo-
ment looks to see that the pupil is attentive,—suppose that

it discovered that the meaning of the interpreter was

about as follows; “I have a long life before me, thirty
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years, and perhaps forty, and then sometime death will

tome as a transformation,*’—what would the teacher

think about such a pupil, who had not even understood

the determination of uncertainty that attaches to death?

Oh, if anyone believes that there is a transformation that

will sometime take place, and the uncertainty of death

looks to see and discovers that it is an attitude not unlike

that of a gambler who awaits this as an event which will

sometime happen,—what would the teacher think about

this pupil who had not even noticed that in the decision

of death, all is over, and that the transformation cannot

be enrolled with other events as a new one of the same

kiml^ because in death there is finality?

Vlt IS possible to have an opinion about distant events,

about a natural object, about nature, about learned writ-

ings, about another man, and about many other things,

and when one gives expression to this opinion, the wise

man can decide whether it is correct or incorrect. On the

other hand no one ever takes the trouble to consider the

other side of the truth, whether the one who expresses

it really has it, or whether it is not something he recites

by rote. And yet this other side is equally important, for

not only is he mad who says what is meaningless, but quite

as certainly, he who expresses a correct opinion, when
this has absolutely no significance for himJ^One person

shows his confidence in another, his appreciation, in ac-

cepting it as his opinion, when he says it. Alas, and yet it

is so easy, so very easy, to acquire a true opinion; and, alas,

it is so difficult, so very difficult, to have an opinion, and
to have it in truth. Now since death is the object of ear-

nestness, the earnestness is again in this, that, in relation

to death, one should not be overhasty in forming an opin-

ion. The uncertainty of death constantly takes the liberty.
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in all earnestness, of looking to see whether the one who
professes the opinion really has it, that is, if his life ex-

presses it. In relation to other things, it is possible to

express an opinion, and then when one is required to act

in the strength of this opinion, that is to show that one

has it, innumerable evasions are possible. But the uncer-

tainty of death is the strict examiner of the learner; and
when he recites the explanation, the uncertainty says to

him, “Well, then, I shall inquire whether this is really

your opinion, for now, in this moment, it is over; it is

over for you, there is not a thought of evasion, not a single

letter to add, so now we shall see whether you really

meant what you said about me.” Alas, all empty explana-

tions, and all phrase-making, and all word-painting, and
all linking together of early explanations to find one still

more ingenious, and all admiration therefor, and all the

labor therewith: this is all merely a diversion, and dis-

traction in absent-mindedness,—what do you suppose the

uncertainty of death thinks about it?

Hence the address will abstain from explanation; as

death is the last of all, so shall this be the last thing we
say about it: it is inexplicable. The inexplicability is the

boundary, and the significance of the utterance is to give

the thought of death retroactive power, to make it impul-

sive in the life, because in the finality of death it is over,

and because the uncertainty of death makes an inspec-

tion every moment. The inexplicability is therefore not

a summons to guess riddles, an invitation to be ingenious,

but the earnest admonition of death to the living: “I need

no explanation, but do you consider that in this decision

everything is over, and that it may at any moment be at

hand; see, this is well worth your consideration.’’
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My hearer, perhaps it seems to you that from this ad-

dress you can learn little; perhaps you know more your-

self. And yet it will not have been in vain if in relation

to the idea of the decisiveness of death, it has been the

occasion for your reminding yourself that knowing too

much is not an unconditional good. Perhaps it seems to

you that the thought of death has become merely terrify-

ing, and that it also has a gentler, friendlier aspect for con-

templation, that the weary laborer longing for rest, the

troubled sufferer trusting in death’s pain-effacing sleep,

the sad need of the victim of misunderstanding for peace-

ful slumber, each is also a beautiful and legitimate expla-

nation of death. Undeniably! But such an explanation

cannot be learned by rote, it cannot be learned by reading

about It, It IS only slowly acquired, and well acquired

only by him who worked himself weary in the service of

the good, who wandered himself tired on the right way,

who bore anxiety in a righteous cause, who was misun-

derstood in a noble striving, and only thus well acquired,

is it in its proper place, and a legitimate utterance in the

mouth of a Right Reverend. But a young man dare not

speak thus, lest the beautiful explanation, like the wise

word in the mouth of a fool, should in his mouth become
untruth And I have indeed heard that the earnest teacher

of the child and of the youth, at a later time became the

friend of the youth become older and more mature, but

I have never heard, at least not from anyone from whom
I could wish to learn, that the beginning was made by the

teacher becoming a playmate of the child, or the child

an oldster, nor that this relation of friendship was indeed

thus inaugurated. So also with the thought of death. If

it has not sometime given pause to the life of the youth,

and with terror, and only used the earnestness to hold the
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fear in bounds; if the uncertainty of death has never had

its period of instruction, where it disciplined him with

earnest severity: then I have never heard, at least not from

anyone in whose knowledge I could wish to have lot or

share, I have never heard from such a one, that in that

case it was true if he called death a friend, since he had

never had him for more than a playmate; when even in

youth, weary of life, deceptively, in order to cheat him-

self, he talked about his friendship with death; when
without having utilized life, as an old man, deceptively,

m order to deceive himself, he talked about his friend-

ship with death.

The man who has here spoken is young, still in the age

of a learner, he understands merely the difficulty and the

severity of the instruction, and may he succeed in doing

this so that the time may come when he will venture to

rejoice in the friendship of the teacher.—He who has

spoken here is not your teacher, my hearer, he merely

permits you, as he permits himself, to witness how a man
seeks to learn something from the thought of death, this

master in the art of teaching earnestness, given at birth

to each man to be his teacher for the whole of life, and
who by reason of the uncertainty, is always ready to begin

the instruction when it is required. For death does not

come because anyone calls upon him (it was only a jest

that the weaker might thus command the stronger) , but

as soon as anyone opens the door for the uncertainty, then

the teacher is there. The teacher who will sometime come
to test and examine the disciple to see whether he has

willed to use the instruction or not. And this test to which
death subjects the pupil, or to use a foreign word to

signify the same, this final examination of life, is equally

difficult for all. It is not here as elsewhere that the happily
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gifted individual finds it easy to meet the test, the less

talented, more difficult; no, death fits the test to the

ability, oh, so exactly, and the test becomes equally dif-

ficult for all, because it is the test of earnestness
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life, 97; understands equality of
death, 97-98, consists in, 106, test

of earnestness, 1 14

Fear and Trembling, condition of
soul, S4, untrue. 21;

Forgiveness, of others, 5, 8, of one-
self, 5, 6

God, seeing and knowing, g, highest

good, 13, omnipresence, so, prov-
ing existence of, si, makes insig-

nificant significant, 84, equality

. before, 99-100

’Grave, no remembrance, 75, 77

Happiqgss, a task, 69, should be
earnest, 71, needs resolution, 71

Knowledge, presupposition, 17. 18.

deception of, 35; application of,

S6
Life, duty to, qs, kind of, determi

native, 9s, failure in, g6, false

alleviation, 87

Love, mysterious, 43, conquers all,

47. 49- 5t> 5*. 61, 67, 70, a reso-

lution, 67, abides, 67

Marriage, earnest, 45, 46, 61 , 6s, no
distinction before God, 47-48;
cause of difficulties in, 63, 64; re-
quires conception of God and of
oneself, 68. 69

Mood, disunct from earnestness, 81

,

87, 88, 95, 10s

Prayer, true, expressed in words, 10

Primitiveness, 38
Procrastination, enemy of death, 86

Repentance, difficult, 34
Resolution, 44, 49; must have con-

ception of dwm, 5s; requires

conception of lim and oneself, 55;
prevents disappointment, 58, gg;
requires earnestness, 66; worthy,
69, thankful, 70, ne^ed in trou-

ble, 78, 73, eternal soundness, 74
Seeker, has a promise, 1; looks to-

ward God, 16; object of search,

within, 19, omnipresence of God,
so, chan^, S4

Self-Examination, difficult, sg

Self-knowledge, taught by thought
of death, 99

Sin, knowledge of, 24, impurity, sg.

s6, not a generality, ay; magni-
tude of, sg, continuity, 33; reli-

gious debauch, 34
Sincerity, duty of, 31; difficulty, 33,
m the confessional, 37

Sinner, conviction of being, s8; not
by comparison with others, sg

Sorrow, beginning of seeking God,
25 . increases consciousness of sm.
27

Stillness, place of, 2, 3, 39, con-
science exists in, 4, submerges
differences, 7, instills sense of
guilt, 8; not external, 10, 11, is,

danger in, 11, becoming still, 38,
diversions of, 39, not self-ac-

quired, 40, sense of guilt, in, 41

Striving, infinite, 16

Struggle, differences in, ga, 33, re-

quires enthusiasm, 33, 34
Superstition, 109

Truth, 38, understood by the sim-
ple, 41

Wishing, relation to wonder, 13

Woman who was a sinner, 33
Wonder, consciousness of God, 13,

22, defined, 14, second wonder,
19, S2, individual, ss, 23

Worship, mingled emotions, 13, ex-
pression of wonder, 13, 14, 16,

true, 30

Youth, qualities, ig-16




